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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
EFFECTS OF A COLLABORATIVELY DEVELOPED PEER MEDIATED INTERVENTION
ON THE SOCIAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS OF STUDENTS WITH COMPLEX
COMMUNICATION NEEDS IN INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM SETTINGS
Recent Federal education reform and legislation (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act,
1997, 2004; No Child Left Behind Act, 2001) have shifted to emphasize the inclusion of all
students in mainstream social and academic settings within the public schools. Despite the shift
towards inclusion and the benefits of peer interaction experiences, recent observational studies
have revealed that, for students with disabilities, social interactions are often limited. This study
evaluated the effect of a collaboratively developed, peer mediated intervention on the social
communication of students with complex communication needs in inclusive classroom settings.
The study utilized a single-case multiple probe design across participants and the efficacy and
social validity of the study were analyzed using visual analysis. The results of the study and a
discussion of the implications for future research are presented.
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Chapter One: Introduction and Literature Review
Laws and Inclusion for Students with Disabilities
Recent Federal education reform and legislation (Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act, 1997, 2004; No Child Left Behind Act, 2001) have shifted to emphasize the inclusion of all
students in mainstream social and academic settings within the public schools. This evolution of
service delivery challenges educators to think differently about where students with disabilities
spend their school day and the focus of their educational programming (Carter & Kennedy,
2006).
This legislation has been successful in increasing the number of students with disabilities
who spend a majority of their day in the general education classroom. Students with disabilities
ages 6-21 (all categories of disability) who spend 80 percent or more of their day in the general
education setting have increased from 33 percent in 1990-91 to 62 percent in 2013-14. Students
spending 40-79 percent of their school day in the general education setting decreased from 36-19
percent and the percentage of students spending 40 percent or less of their day in general
education also decreased from 25 to 14 percent (U.S. Department of Education, 2014).
Looking at individual disability categories, the percentage of students with disabilities
who spent most of their day in the general education classroom was highest for students with
speech or language impairments, specific learning disabilities, other health impairments, visual
impairments, and developmental delays. In contrast to this however, the percentage of students
with disabilities who spent most of their day in the general education classroom was lowest for
students with intellectual disabilities and multiple disabilities (U.S. Department of Education,
2014).
Benefits of Inclusion
This shift towards inclusion has made it possible for all students with disabilities (ranging
from mild to moderate and severe) to benefit from increased opportunities for social interactions
that provide a context for students to learn and practice many critical skills (e.g.,
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social/communication, academic, self-determination, etc.). Inclusion in the general education
classroom can support learning, foster independence, and create a greater sense of belonging for
all students (Chung, Carter, & Sisco, 2012a). In addition, peer interaction experiences in these
inclusive environments are strongly associated with positive academic, behavioral, emotional,
and social outcomes and, consequently, the absence of quality peer relationships has been
associated with social isolation, depression, delinquency, and poor school performance (Chung et
al., 2012a).
Inclusion for Students with Moderate to Severe Disabilities
Recent observational studies (Chung, Carter, & Sisco, 2012b; Carter, Sisco, Brown,
Brickman, & Al-Khabbaz, 2008) have revealed that, for students with moderate and severe
disabilities, social interactions are often limited. These interactions were found to be mainly
clustered exchanges (multiple social exchanges for small periods of time) with one or two
classmates (Carter et al., 2008). The most frequent function of the interactions in both of the
observation studies was social closeness. Despite these observations, however, it is noted by
Snell, Brady, McClean, Ogletree, Siegel, Sylvester… and Sevcik (2010) that few studies have
addressed how to promote social communication skills that lead to social closeness and lasting
friendships for students with disabilities.
Further, the students with disabilities were found to be often unengaged in instructional
activities in general education classrooms in comparison to their general education peers (Carter
et al., 2008). The observational studies (e.g., Carter et al., 2008) revealed that academic
engagement of students with disabilities was highly variable and depended on the instructional
format of the classroom. For example, Carter et al. (2008) found “students interacted with their
classmates two to three times as often during small group instruction than during whole class
instruction or independent seat work” (p. 490).
Adult proximity to students with disabilities was also observed to influence peer
interactions in the general education classroom and other social areas (i.e., lunch, recess). For
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example, Chung et al. (2012b) noted that despite the peers being “in proximity over half of the
observation time, students with disabilities almost exclusively interacted with the staff person
assigned as their primary support, typically paraprofessionals or special educators” (p. 362). In
addition to these observations within instructional settings, it was noted by Chung et al. (2012b)
that students were often gone from the general classroom for part of the instructional time. The
authors describe “somewhat surprisingly, we documented that students were gone from the
classroom during an average of nearly one fifth of scheduled instructional time” (p. 363).
Inclusion and Students with Complex Communication Needs
Limited peer interactions have also been observed for students with complex
communication needs (CCN) who use augmentative and alternative communication (AAC)
(Carter, Sisco, Chung, & Stanton-Chapman, 2010; Stanton-Chapman, Denning & Jamison, 2012).
The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) states that, “augmentative and
alternative communication (AAC) includes all forms of communication (other than oral speech)
that are used to express thoughts, needs, wants, and ideas. We all use AAC when we make facial
expressions or gestures, use symbols or pictures, or write” (ASHA, 2015, p. 1). Students with
complex communication needs (CCN) are defined as those whose speech is inadequate to meet
their daily communication needs (Lund & Light, 2006). There are approximately 4 million
Americans (1.3% of the population) who cannot rely on natural speech to meet their daily
communication needs (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2015). For students with CCN who rely on
Augmentative and Alternative Communication, interactions with peers often occur only during
structured intervention efforts (Carter, Sisco et al., 2012).
Positive peer interaction experiences in inclusive environments are strongly associated
with positive academic, behavioral, emotional, and social outcomes (Chung et al., 2012a). Light
and McNaughton (2015) describe challenges to the participation in various environments such as
school, community, and healthcare:
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Many children with complex communication needs are still denied the opportunity to
participate in appropriate general education due, at least in part, to their limited
communication skills. For example, in the United States, more than 55% of children with
intellectual and developmental disabilities and over 70% of children with multiple
disabilities receive most of their instruction outside regular education classrooms, away
from their peers. (Light & McNaughton, 2015, p. 86)
Looking at the outcomes for adults after school, 91% of adults with severe intellectual and
developmental disabilities have no access to AAC to use to participate in activities of daily living
(Light & McNaughton, 2015). Chung et al. (2012a) describe:
although these students are spending an increasingly greater proportion of their school
day in general education classrooms alongside their peers without disabilities, descriptive
studies indicate that interactions among students with and without ID and/or ASD remain
infrequent apart from targeted intervention efforts. (p. 283)
In fact, many of the targeted social communication (e.g., initiations, requesting, conversation turn
taking) intervention studies have focused on teaching students with disabilities and complex
communication needs strategies for increasing social communication with peers (Angell, Bailey,
& Larson, 2008; Apple, Billingsley, & Schwartz, 2005; Koegel, Kim, Koegel, & Schwartzman,
2013; Nientimp & Cole, 1992; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2003) that was researcher, teacher, or other
school staff facilitated. Additionally, Clark and Wilkinson (2007) describe that typically,
naturally speaking peers are initiators of interactions, often making moves to request. AAC users
produce more response moves than their peers, commonly realized as single functions (i.e.,
confirmation or denial) and use their communication aids infrequently.
In an observational study conducted by Chung, Carter, and Sisco (2012b), the authors
observed 16 students (nine at the elementary level and seven at the middle school level) who used
AAC and either had a diagnosis of ASD or an intellectual disability ID and were served in
general education classrooms. Results of the observations led the authors of the study to conclude
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that (a) despite being in close proximity to general education peers the students with disabilities
interacted mainly with their support personnel such as a paraprofessional or teacher (3 of the
students observed never interacted with any peers), (b) students with disabilities rarely engaged
with peers actively (e.g., initiating or responding appropriately) and (c) despite the fact that all the
students observed were described initially as using a Speech Generating Device (SGD) system of
some kind, most students rarely used their device but instead relied on facial expressions,
vocalizations, and gestures. The authors further describe that the students’ SGDs were not in
proximity for 60% of the observations when the students were in the classroom. These
researchers observed that some devices were never brought to class, left in backpacks, placed just
out of reach of students, or turned off (Chung et al., 2012b).
Challenges to Participation in School Environments for Students with CCN
Improving social communication for students with CCN is important in helping students
develop relationships. Therrien, Light, and Pope (2016) describe:
Children who have difficulty communicating are at risk for social isolation because
communication is so essential for creating bonds between friends through laughing,
arguing, complaining and telling stories. The link between communication and
relationships illustrates why interventions that promote peer interaction are important: the
back-and-forth conversations with peers are a necessary step toward developing
friendships. (p. 82)
However, as described, the opportunities for social interactions in schools (in particular in general
education classrooms) are limited for students with CCN.
Communication demands in the general education classroom are wide-ranging, from
answering questions on a variety of topics to participating in a variety of social exchanges
(Beukelman & Marinda, 2015). The challenges that may limit opportunities for these social
interactions are (a) communication partners may not be aware of or utilize social communication
events that are naturally occurring during the school day, (b) communication partners may
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anticipate their partners wants and needs and this can preempt the communication opportunities
of the AAC user, and (c) AAC users often have limited communication repertoires and this makes
it more difficult for communication partners to communicate to them (Beukelman & Mirenda,
2015).
Social Communication Interventions and Strategies for Students with CCN
In order to meet the challenges in providing opportunities for social communication in
general education classrooms, Beukelman and Mirenda (2015) suggest strategies to meet these
challenges such as: withholding an item needed to complete or engage in an activity so the
student has an opportunity to request it; inserting regular, frequent opportunities for symbol use
into classroom activities (e.g., by asking questions that are relevant to a specific lesson or context
such as what do we need to do next…); interrupting an ongoing activity to create an opportunity
for requesting or protesting; providing a wrong or incomplete item in response to a request (e.g.,
providing part of a toy so that the child has to ask for help.
Current research in identifying effective interventions for increasing social
communication for students with CCN has varied in the strategies used and the communication
skills targeted. These strategies have varied from using visual scripts (e.g., Ganz et al., 2012),
altering the arrangement of peer supports to increase social interactions (e g., Carter et al., 2007),
combining communication book use with opportunities to interact and expanding the role of peers
(e g., Hughes et al., 2011), peer-mediated interventions (e g., Chung & Carter, 2013) and using a
video-modeling interventions to increase social communication for students with disabilities
(Avcioglu, 2013), with peers playing a vital role in the implementation of the social
communication interventions, maintenance, or generalization trials. Targeted communication
skills varied from initiating, turn taking, greeting, and general conversation skills. These
conversation skills were described in terms of increasing turn taking and ‘contextually relevant
responding’.
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Recent comprehensive reviews (Chung et al. , 2012a; Snell et al., 2010; Thierren, Light,
& Pope, 2016) in which the authors described implementing interventions targeting social
communication skills for students with disabilities found that a variety of interventions were
utilized. The interventions used in the studies reviewed fell under five categories and many
involved multiple intervention components. These five categories consisted of the use of and
access to AAC within a social communication intervention, use of visual scripts and
communication books to increase social communication, different variations of video-modeling
strategies, peer support and social network arrangements, and conversation and social interaction
structure strategies.
Similarly, Chung et al. (2012a) found that many of the interventions described in the
reviewed studies involved multiple intervention components. The interventions were described as
involving peer training strategy interventions, adult facilitated interventions, environmental
arrangements, a combination of peer training and environmental arrangements, and various peer
support arrangements with systematic instruction. In another comprehensive review of the
literature (Snell et al., 2010), the interventions were described as:
ranging from the Picture Exchange Communication Systems, functional communication
training, systematic social interactive training, teaching conversational exchanges with
peer partners and communication books, enhanced milieu teaching, using visual supports
to teach initiations, application of object and movement cues to teach receptive skills,
reinforcement strategies to teach signing, [and] time delay to promote speech. (p. 372)
Little research has been conducted on interventions for increasing social communication
for participants who use aided communication (e g., a SGD). Those studies that have been
conducted focused on peer-mediated interventions. In Trottier, Kamp, and Mirenda (2011), the
authors utilized a peer-mediated intervention strategy designed to teach participants with ASD to
use SGDs in order to engage in interactions with peers in a social context at school. Carter and
Maxwell (1998) implemented a strategy for training peers in SGD use and social skills. The
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authors of both these studies described an increase in the use of AAC/SGD by participants with
disabilities and the peers’ skills in supporting the participants SGD use during intervention as
well as an increase in communicative acts (CA) by students with disabilities with peers both
trained and untrained in communication strategies. The peers also gained skills to support SGD
use by the participants with disabilities. In a study by Carter & Maxwell (1998), they described an
increase in peer interactions by students with disabilities, and peers showed an increase in the use
of social strategies.
Chung and Carter (2013) evaluated the efficacy and social validity of a social
communication intervention package that included facilitation by paraprofessionals, peer
initiation, and increased availability of speech generating devices for students with disabilities in
a high school setting. The design was a multiple baseline design across participants and settings.
Specifically, this study involved two students with an intellectual disability, four different
classroom settings and eight peer partners (two in each class).
The researchers trained the general education peers (the peer partners) using a
PowerPoint presentation in a separate location in the school. The peer partners were taught
strategies that focused on the peer partners initiating to the peer with a disability to encourage the
student to respond in the general education classroom. This training involved the use of the
student’s AAC device in order to provide examples of how peer partners could use the strategies
to increase communication interactions. Follow-up training was provided if there was little
change in the peer-interactions of the peer with a disability.
The researcher also trained paraprofessionals who worked with the peers with a
disability. Paraprofessionals were taught strategies where they could encourage communication
between the student with a disability and their peer partners. In addition, paraprofessionals and
the student’s parent were trained in the programming and maintenance of the AAC (in this case,
the SGD) that the student would be using in the general education classroom. For both
participants with a disability in the study, the icons and messages on the SGD were changed by
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the paraprofessional and the parent as needed throughout the study based on the activity or
content being taught.
Researchers observed and recorded data on the interaction and communication with the
peer partners by the student with a disability using 1-minute partial interval recording.
Observations took place in multiple classroom formats such as whole group, independent work,
free time). The results from this study showed an increase in social interactions of peer partners
and students with disabilities, an increase in the availability of the SGDs for the students with
disabilities, and the participants felt the intervention was relevant and socially important.
Enhanced Milieu Teaching (EMT). The environmental strategies (e g., withholding an
item needed to complete or engage in an activity so the student has an opportunity to request it)
suggested by Beukelman and Mirenda (2015) are related to a teaching strategy that has been
successfully implemented with students with complex communication needs to increase social
communication. EMT is a strategy that consists of (a) arranging the environment to promote
engagement with peers (i.e., communication partners), (b) implementing “responsive” techniques
to increase interactions and model language, and (c) using strategies that prompt and model in the
natural context (Hancock & Kaiser, 2002). Much of the research on EMT has been parent,
teacher, or researcher/trainer (Hancock & Kaiser, 2002; Kaiser & Hester, 1994) implemented.
Peer Mediated Interventions. Many of the studies that focused on increasing social
communication involved peer-mediated interventions. Utley and Mortweet (1997) defined peermediated instruction interventions as “a viable instructional alternative in which peers are used as
instructional agents or helpers in orchestrating students' learning” (p.3). McConnell (2002)
described peer-mediated instruction interventions as providing social skills training and other
training (prompts, praise, reinforcement) to other children that are designed to increase social
interactions and other skills for young children with autism.
The theoretical framework around peer-mediated interventions includes four major
theoretical perspectives. Maheady, Harper, and Mallette (2001) have described how researcher
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Slavin (1995) noted that “at least four major theoretical perspectives (i.e., motivational, social
cohesion, cognitive, developmental) have been advanced to account for the beneficial effects that
specific peer-teaching strategies (i.e., cooperative learning) have on student learning and
achievement” (p. 10). In addition, they describe how motivation theorists argue that group
contingencies which are in place during some peer-mediated instruction interventions motivate
peers to help their partner succeed. Cognitive researchers believe that success lies in exchanges
between students which enhance learning, in contrast to developmentalists who believe that the
collaborative activities during peer-mediated instruction promote success because the peers are
within their partners ‘zone of development’ (Maheady, 2001).
Peer-mediated instruction interventions are further described by Utley and Mortweet
(1997) as having a variety of components consisting of a) peer modeling (a) typical peer
modeling appropriate behavior for a student with a disability to imitate); (b) peer initiation
training (a teacher trains typical peers in appropriate social and communication behaviors for a
student with a disability); (c) peer monitoring (typical peers act as models and receive training in
assisting ther ‘peer buddy’ in completing tasks or desired behaviors); (d) peer networking (groups
of students who desire to understand and want to assist students with disabilities and want to
make an impact on their lives); (e) peer tutoring (peers act as one-on-one tutors to provide
students with disabilities staretegies and practice in various activities across academic, social,
adaptive, and other domains) and (f) group oriented contingencies (earning a reinforcer, reward,
reinforcement is dependent on part or all of the students). These components of peer mediated
instruction have evolved to include more cohesive ‘peer-focused interventions’, ‘peer networks’,
and ‘peer support arrangements’.
Peer focused interventions. Peer focused interventions are described as:
Providing information, training, and/or support to peers without disabilities to increase
their confidence and willingness to interact and collaborate with their classmates with
disabilities. In contrast to student-focused approaches, peers become the primary focus of
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intervention efforts to increase the availability of receptive interaction partners. (Carter,
Common, Sreckovic, Huber, Bottema-Beutel, Gustafson…Hume, 2014, p. 95)
‘Peer networks’ are described as “establishing a cohesive group of three to six peers who meet
formally and informally with a student with severe disabilities with initial guidance and ongoing
support from an adult facilitator” (Carter, Moss, Cooney, Weir, Vincent, Born, Bottema-Beutel,
& Fesperman, 2011, p. 53). These networks have weekly meetings where the students
communicate and talk with one another, participate in activities that everyone in the group enjoys,
practice appropriate social-related skills, and plan times to connect throughout or after the school
day (Carter, Moss et al., 2011).
Peer support arrangements. ‘Peer support arrangements’ are described by Carter,
Asmus, Moss, Biggs, Bolt… and Weir (2016) as, “equipping one or more peers to provide
ongoing academic and/or social support to their classmate with a severe disability throughout the
semester as they work together on activities designed for all students by the classroom teacher”
(p. 210). Further, in these arrangements peers are recruited from the same classroom, receive a
written plan with strategies to help the peer with a disability, and receive support and feedback
from paraprofessionals and teachers (Carter et al., 2016).
Benefits of peer mediated instruction. Results from studies conducted using peer support
arrangements (Jung, Sainato, & Davis, 2008; Carter, Sisco, Melekoglu & Kurkowski, 2007;
Petursdottir, McComas, McMaster & Horner, 2007) have shown an increase in social
communication, academic achievement, and other benefits. In each of these studies, the authors
noted increases in the social communication skills of requesting, initiating, and turn taking.
Specifically, in one of the studies (Jung et al., 2008), all three participants responding to lowprobability requests and social behaviors increased with the intervention that included peer
modeling. In one of the studies (Carter et al., 2007), the authors found that social and peer
interactions increased across all participants and students with disabilities noted improvements in
quality and reciprocity of interaction and ranges of communication behaviors.
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The benefits of peer-mediated instruction interventions for students with a variety of
disabilities have been also been described in case studies, observational studies, and
comprehensive literature reviews (Bowman-Perrott, Davis, Vannest, Williams, Greenwood, &
Parker, 2013; Carter, Hughes, Guth, & Copeland, 2005; Carter, Sisco, Chung, & StantonChapman, 2010; Chan, Lang, Rispoli, O'Reilly, Sigafoos & Cole, 2009; Chung, Carter, & Sisco,
2012; McDonald & Machalicek, 2013). Research has shown many potential benefits to peer
interactions for students with ID and/or ASD. Carter, Hughes et al. (2005) have explained that
there is a large body of research documenting the benefits of peer interactions on adolescents with
ID. They explained that the impact is substantial “within the context of peer relationships,
adolescent practice and refining social skills; access support systems, shared activities, and
companionship; and learning peer norms and values. However, despite the potential benefits, the
interactions of middle and high school students with intellectual disabilities and general education
peers are limited” (Carter, Hughes et al., 2005, p 179).
The advantages of peer-mediated interventions are clear, though there are some
considerations in conducting research in this area. Carter et al. (2013) describe some of these
challenges of implementation at the secondary level. These implementation issues include: 1)
interventions need to be differentiated and tailored to the needs of individual students; 2)
expanding these interventions into general classrooms, extracurricular, and community based
activities is key to increasing the relevance and impact of the interventions; 3) peers should not
only be involved in the implementation of interventions but be involved in the planning of
interventions; and 4) new, evolving technologies should be identified which may assist in peermediated interventions (Carter et al., 2013).
Recently, in a study by Carter et al. (2016), a randomized evaluation of peer support
arrangements for supporting inclusion of students with severe disabilities in high school was
conducted. Using a randomized experimental control design, the authors looked at whether peer
support arrangements improved the academic and social outcomes for students with severe
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disabilities in the general education classroom. The study involved 51 students with disabilities in
the experimental condition. Paraprofessionals and special education teachers trained and
supported a total of 106 general education peers to assist the peers in providing the social and
academic support for the peer participants with a disability in the general education classroom
over a semester. The authors of this study compared the social and academic gains of the 51
participants with a disability in these classrooms with peer support to 48 participants in
classrooms where they received only adult delivered support. Results from this study were very
positive for the students receiving peer support. “Students participating in peer support
arrangements experienced increased interactions with peers, increased academic engagement,
more progress on individualized social goals, increased social participation, and a greater number
of new friendships” (Carter, Asmus et al., 2016, p. 209).
Video Modeling. Video modeling is a technique that involves demonstrating behaviors
through video representation of the behavior…video modeling can be used with peers, siblings,
adults, or self as a model (Bellini & Akullian, 2007). In video modeling, the learners watch a task
being performed and then attempts to perform this task independently (Hammond, Whatley,
Ayres, & Gast, 2010). Video modeling is also a term which broadly can encompass interventions
that use the self as a model (video self-modeling) and another as model (e.g., peer or adult).
Videos are individualized for the participants and may be used to teach a wide array of skills
(e.g., social, communication, functional) and in a variety of settings (Delano, 2007).
Video modeling can be used alone or combined with systematic instruction to help the
student perform the skill independently. Collins (2012) has explained:
For example, [in video modeling] a learner may view a video of someone (e.g., the
learner or a peer) performing a daily routine or a vocational skill before attempting to
perform it independently. The instructor would then systematically use a hierarchy to
prompt the learner to perform the task. (p.164)
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The purpose or the reason for using systematic instruction with the video model is to facilitate the
rate of learning and the prompt would be faded when it is no longer necessary for the student to
perform the task independently (Collins, 2012).
Future Research Needs
There is a continuing need to identify effective, efficient strategies to assist students with
disabilities and complex communication needs in achieving goals in academic and functional
areas. There is evidence that peer-mediated instruction interventions garner positive results for
students (across settings, disabilities, and ages) though there is a need to enlarge the scope of
studies to include more students with complex communication needs. Light and McNaughton
(2015) have described the need to develop research that build on the student’s strengths and
integrate skills that maximize communication, participation in inclusive, real world contexts,
address psychosocial factors, and attend to environmental and intrinsic factors of the AAC user.
Chung and Carter (2013) have described some limitations and future research directions
in the area of increasing social communication for students with disabilities who used SGDs.
They suggested that (a) measures be taken during baseline of the peers’ level of support for the
participants with a disability and more observations on the typical interactions of peers without
disabilities, (b) increase involvement of paraprofessionals in the planning and training of the
peers, (c) further study is needed to examine the role of the SGDs on the nature of social
interactions (such as rates of turn taking, depth of content, etc.) and how other communication
modes may play a role in the social communication of peers and students with disabilities, and (d)
more involvement in the project by special education teachers and speech/language pathologists,
parents, and other key team members.
This study extends the literature by (a) involving collaborators (special education
teachers, speech/language pathologists, general education teachers) in the planning of the training
of peers without disabilities, (b) using video examples with a model-lead-test procedure with
general education peers to train them in enhanced milieu teaching strategies they can implement
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in the general education classroom when working with a peer with complex communication
needs, (c) utilizing a peer training procedure that includes a follow-up training for all peer
partners, (d) taking video of the triad groups working together in the general education classroom
during small group instruction, thus eliminating the effect of the researcher on the triad groups
interactions, and (e) training the peers using the AAC device of the student with a disability with
no changes being made to the icons or messages unless changes were already set to occur on a
regular basis by the speech/language pathologists or special education teachers.
Research Questions

1.

What is the effect of a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the
communication skills (initiating and responding) of a student with complex
communication needs during small group activities in an inclusive general education
classroom?

2.

What is the effect of a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the
maintenance of communication skills (initiating and responding) by a student with
complex communication needs during small group activities with general education peers
in an inclusive general education classroom?

3.

What is the effect of a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the
communication interactions (initiating and responding) towards a student with complex
communication needs by general education peers during small group activities in an
inclusive general education classroom?

4.

To what extent can general education peers implement this collaboratively developed
peer mediated intervention to increase communication skills of students with complex
communication needs with fidelity?
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Terms
1.

Aided Communication System- The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
defines an aided communication system as a system that “requires the use of tools or
equipment in addition to the user’s body. Aided communication methods range from
paper and pencil to communication books or boards to devices that produce voice output
(speech generating devices or SGD’s) and or written output” (ASHA, 2015, p. 1).

2.

Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC): The American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association (ASHA) states that, “augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) includes all forms of communication (other than oral speech) that
are used to express thoughts, needs, wants, and ideas. We all use AAC when we make
facial expressions or gestures, use symbols or pictures, or write” (ASHA, 2015, p. 1).

3.

Communication Acts: In this study, communication acts are defined as communication
towards or in response to a peer and includes social and related academic communication.
Communication acts include initiating, commenting, sharing/requesting, responding
(Kamps, Mason, Thiemann-Bourgue, Feldmiller, Turcotte, & Miller, 2014).

4.

Initiate: Initiation is defined as “beginning the communication sequence with a
communication that was non-contingent to a peer’s previous comment and clearly
targeted to the peer or the group as a whole” (Kamps et al., 2014, p. 234). In this study
the definition of the group was the triad. Initiations include requesting or sharing
information as long as the communication was clearly targeted to the peer or peers.

5.

Respond: Similarly, a response is defined as “a communicative act that began within 3s
of a peer’s communicative act and was clearly contingent on the peer’s communication (a
response to an initiation by the peer)” (Kamps et al., 2014, p. 234).
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6.

Complex Communication Needs: A student with complex communication needs (CCN)
is defined as a student whose speech is inadequate to meet their daily communication
needs (Lund & Light, 2006).

7.

Other Communication Modes: Defined specifically in this study as unaided
communication modes. Other communication modes can include facial expressions, body
movements, sign language, sounds, and others. In this study, key personnel involved with
each peer with a disability were interviewed to determine the communication modes the
students may use.

8.

Peers: In this study, participants were described as Peer 1 and Peers 2 and 3.
a. Peer 1: Throughout this study, Peer 1 in each triad will refer to the peer in the
triad with complex communication needs.
b. Peers 2 and 3: Throughout this study, Peers 2 and 3 will refer to the peers in the
triad without a disability.

9. Triads: In this study, triads will refer to the student participant groups. There were from
separate triads consisting of three peers each.
10. Pragmatics: The communicative functions of language and rules for using the language
contextually for social purposes. These functions include requesting, commenting,
conversation repair, rejecting, or soliciting information (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2013).
11. Speech Generating Device (SGD): Defined in the study as an aided communication
system device that produces voice output.
12. Unaided Communication Systems: An unaided communication system is defined as a
system that relies on the user’s body to convey messages. Examples include gestures,
body language, and/or sign language (ASHA, 2015).
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Chapter Two: Method
Statement of Problem and Purpose
There is a need to identify effective and efficient interventions in increasing social
communication skills for students with complex communication skills. This study examined the
effects of a collaboratively developed peer-mediated intervention on the social communication
skills (responding and initiating) of students with disabilities and complex communication needs.
Peer mediated interventions are an evidence based practice shown to benefit students with
disabilities in academic, social, and life skill areas.
Participants
Researcher. The researcher was a doctoral candidate at the University of Kentucky in the
Department of Early Childhood, Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling. She taught
special education for 12 years in both urban and rural school settings. She completed a Master of
Arts degree in special education in 2003.
Peers. Twelve students, divided into four triads, participated in this study. Each triad was
comprised of one participant with a disability and two general education peers (Table 1.1).
Peer 1. To be included in the study, participants with complex communication needs
(CCN) must have been (a) in a public elementary ( 3rd, 4th or 5th), middle or high school, (b)
received services under the category of intellectual disability (ID), multiple disability (MD) or
Autism (ASD), (c) identified as having used a form of augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC that had been shown to be intentional towards peers or adults,), (d) if the
student was identified as using a speech generating device (SGD) they were able to select
icons/messages with or without prompting and (e) had goals in their Individualized Education
Program (IEP) that targeted social communication skills and (f) been enrolled in at least one
general education class that they attended on a scheduled basis (i.e., every class session). Once
identified, Peer 1 participants had to have parent permission (Appendix E) and completed an
assent form (Appendix G).
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Peers 2 and 3. The inclusion criteria for peers 2 and 3 in this study was (a) they had not
been diagnosed with a disability and receiving IDEA services, (b) they had good attendance rates
(overall attendance rate of 90% or greater), (c) they were recommended by teachers as having
good overall behavior, (d) they were enrolled in the same general education class as the student
with a disability, and (e) they received written permission (Appendix D) by their parent or
guardian to take part in the study and they signed the assent form (Appendix F).
Collaborators. Twelve collaborators participated in this study. Each of the triad groups
were composed of (a) one special education teacher, (b) one speech/language pathologist and (c)
the general education teacher from the identified inclusive classroom.
Reliability data collector. A reliability collector served to assess procedural and
interobserver reliability (IOA). The reliability data collector was a doctoral candidate at the
University of Kentucky in the Department of Early Childhood, Special Education, and
Rehabilitation Counseling. She taught special education for 24 years in both urban and rural
school settings and completed all human subject protection trainings.
Peer 1 Participants
Triad 1. James was an 11-year old male who was classified under the functional Mental
Disability (FMD) category. James received a majority of his instruction (80% of the day) in a
self-contained classroom for students with moderate and severe disabilities. He attended classes
with general education peers for 20-30 minutes two times a day, five times a week. James’
communication was impacted by low muscle tone, poor strength, and poor motor planning skills.
James used a GoTalk20® to communicate his basic wants and needs. James was able to write his
first name and copy simple words and phrases. He was able to navigate the school independently.
He was unable to maintain and complete tasks independently, but was able to work independently
on reading tasks with picture supports and accommodations.
His communication with peers consisted primarily of calling out their name, saying hi or
bye, speech sound approximations of words, and vocalizations. He was noted by his teachers to
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be unintelligible to his peers in the general education classroom. His use of the GoTalk9® SGD
was noted by the speech/language pathologist to be rare in the general education classroom.
James used various technologies, pencil and paper, and computer programs to complete
assignments. He was social and enjoyed interacting with peers and adults. James’ initial
assessment described his IQ as significantly delayed for his age. James’ communication goals
included participating in group activities in the general education classroom at least 2 times per
week.
Triad 2. Henry was a 9-year old male who was classified under orthopedic impairment
(OI). Henry received a majority of his instruction (80% or more of the day) in the general
education 3rd grade classroom. Henry’s communication was described as being impacted by his
diagnosis of Cerebral Palsy. Standardized language assessment scores fell below the 1st
percentile. He had deficits in understanding/use of vocabulary, understanding morphology and
sentence structure, and expressing word understanding word associations and categorizations.
Henry used an iPad® with Proloquo2go® and was found to have a mean length utterance of 3.9
words with a range of 1-9 words on the IPad. The Goldman-Fristoe® test of articulation, 2nd
edition showed a percentile rank of the 1st percentile without the use of AAC. His intelligibility
was described as poor due to articulation errors. He required more time than his peers to respond
or react to questions.
His communication with peers consisted primarily of calling out their name and saying hi
or bye. He was described as using an iPad® to complete classwork but not for communication at
school. Henry used various technologies to access assignments and computer programs. Henry
was social and enjoyed interacting with peers and adults. He had difficulty responding to
questions other than yes/no. Henry’s initial formal assessment on the CTONI-2® estimated
Henry’s IQ as significantly delayed for his age, though it was noted that results should be viewed
with caution due to motor delays, communication delays as well as the outside influence of
inattentive and distracted behaviors. Henry’s communication goals included (a) throughout the
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school day, Henry will independently sustain an interaction for 2 back and forth interchanges
(using words, head nod, portable communication device) to engage in conversation and (b) when
given a content question and 10s wait time, Henry will use his SGD device to respond to content
questions with no more than 1 visual/verbal prompt.
Triad 3. Clay was an 8-year-old male who was classified under the category of
functional mental disability (FMD). Clay received a majority of his instruction (80% of the day)
in a self-contained classroom for students with moderate and severe disabilities. He attended class
with general education peers for 20-30 minutes two times a day, five times a week. Clay was
administered the Wechsler® Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, third edition, but
standardization was unable to be obtained and standardized scores were not acquired. Upon
completion of the DP-3® Clay’s cognitive development was considered to fall well below that of his
same age peers. The scale produced a cognitive sub score of <50 (1st percentile).
Clay communicated using a variety of communication modalities for expressing his
wants and needs. Clay used modified signs, imitation of words and phrases, speech sound
approximations, and object manipulation. Clay looked at books and pictures with interest and by
request would give items/objects to a requesting communication partner. He interacted with
objects through touching, maintaining grasp, using an active reach to adaptive switches or
interacting with an iPad® or computer. He had recently begun using two single switches with
picture icons to participate in general education class activities. Clay showed empathy and
interest in other peers. though he preferred to pay attention to peers or participate in what the peer
was doing. He loved to help students who struggled with tasks other than his own (e.g., helping a
friend in his class put on their coat). Communication goals included (a) when orally presented
with test questions and picture responses, Clay will demonstrate knowledge through pointing,
verbally stating, and choosing from an option of 2-4 choices and (b) communicating with adults
and peers using a combination of letters and pictures.
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Triad 4. Kenny was an 9-year old male student who was served under the classification
of Mild Mental Disability (MMD). Kenny received a majority of his instruction (80% of the day)
in a self-contained classroom for students with moderate to severe disabilities. He attended class
with general education peers for 20-30 minutes two times a day five times a week. Kenny’s initial
assessment described his IQ as moderately delayed for his age.
In the area of communication, Kenny demonstrated difficulty in the area of articulation,
motor planning, and had an open mouth at rest. When speaking, he used a fast rate of speech that
reduced intelligibility. Kenny could answer questions while in group activities with 40%
accuracy. He required full support (visual, verbal, gestural, and physical) to complete academic
activities in the general education classes. He was also described as physically aggressive and
verbally inappropriate to staff and peers. He had communication goals of (a) answering questions
when in group activities and understanding age-appropriate concepts such as order, first/then). He
used the GoTalk20® to communicate basic wants and needs, though it was noted that he rarely
used it in the general education classroom with peers.
Materials
Data recording forms. The data recording forms used during participant identification
were the Potential Participant Identification Form (Figure 2.1) for conducting interviews with
special education teachers, the Potential Peer 1 Participant Identification Observation Form
(Figure 2.2), and the Collaboration Interview Form, Collaborators (Figure 2.3). The data
recording forms used for peer training were the Peer Training Script form (Appendix A) and the
Peer Mediated Implementation Fidelity Checklist Form (Figure 2.4). For the communication
observations in the general classroom, the data recording form used was the Data Recording
System Form (Appendix B).
Technology. Equipment needed for each peer training session was (a) one Apple
MacBook® Pro Retina 13in. computer with iMovie®. Preloaded onto iMovie® were 3 separate
video model videos for the three strategies and 11 sub-strategies taught in the training sessions
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and (b) the SGD used by Peer 1 (with no changes or alterations made to the device) for training
purposes. Technology equipment needed for the communication observations in the general
classroom included (a) one Sony® RX1000 v2 digital wireless video recorder, (b) three Secure
Digital (SD) cards for the camera for transferring videos to the researcher’s computer, (c) one
Apple® MacBook Pro Retina, 13 in. for storing and viewing observation videos, (d) two camera
tripods for mounting the camera, and (f) two camera storage bags with locks.
Additional materials. For peer training, additional materials included (a) writing utensils
for recording on the forms and two clipboards (one for the researcher and one for the reliability
recorder) and (b) paper strips with the strategies printed on them to use during training.
Settings
This study was implemented in 4 separate classrooms across 3 separate grade levels and 3
separate schools. The settings included three rural Elementary Schools, grades 1-5 located in the
Southeast. These schools are referred to as School 1 (Triad 1 and 4), School 2 (Triad 2), and
School 3 (Triad 3). The settings within each of these schools included various locations within the
school. The locations within the schools were arranged prior to intervention. The meeting(s) with
the collaborators occurred in the schools meeting room, conference room, and available
classrooms within the school. Locations of the classrooms to be observed and for observing
students were determined through participant selection process.
Triad 1. For triad 1, the meetings took place in one of the special education resource
classrooms and the speech/language pathologist’s classroom at School 1. The intervention
observations took place in one 5th grade general education classroom during reading intervention
class at School 1.
Triad 2. For triad 2, the meetings took place in the speech/language pathologist’s
classroom at School 2. The intervention observations took place in one 3rd grade general
education classroom.
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Triad 3. For triad 3, the meetings, observations, and intervention observations took place
in one 3rd grade general education classroom at School 3.
Triad 4. For triad 4, the meetings took place in one of the special education classrooms in School
1. The intervention observations took place in two 4th grade general education classrooms.
Procedures
Identification of participants. The first step was identifying the participants with
complex communication needs (Peer 1) for each triad. The general procedures for identification
of Peer 1 was (a) the researcher contacted the principal and the special education teacher in each
of the six Elementary, two Middle, and two High Schools in the district where permission to
conduct the study was given, (b) the researcher arranged a meeting to discuss the study with the
principal and the special education teacher, and (c) the researcher, principal, and special
education teacher met at the school in a pre-determined location.
The meeting between the special education teacher and the researcher included an
explanation of the study and the criterion for the selection of Peer 1 (Figure 2.3). Following the
explanation, the researcher asked the special education teacher for a recommendation of potential
students to include in the study. Once the teachers recommended a potential student, they were
asked to answer questions regarding the potential participants. These questions (a) identified the
student’s name (initials used), (b) the collaborators of the student, (c) the form of augmentative
and alternative communication (AAC) and the specific speech-generating device (SGD) they
used, (d) where the student used the SGD (e.g., hallway, lunch room, resource room), (e) when
they used their SGD, (f) how they used their SGD (e.g., independently, with prompting, does
content change by classroom topic or stay static across the day), and (g) the student’s class
schedule (i.e., name of the teacher(s) of the inclusive general education classes, time of the class,
and subject). This process was repeated with other special education teachers at all ten schools in
the district until four potential Peer 1 participants were identified.
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Following the meeting with the special education teachers to identify potential
participants, the student’s inclusive classrooms were observed to verify their inclusion in the
study. Each potential participant (Peer 1) was observed in one of the inclusive classroom settings
where the special education teacher identified that they used their SGD. This was done in order to
verify the information shared by the special education teacher (Figure 2.2).
This observation confirmed (a) the form of augmentative and alternative communication
and the specific speech-generating device (SGD) they used, (b) where they used the SGD (e.g.,
small group time), (c) when they use their SGD, and (d) how they use their SGD (e.g.,
independently, with prompting). Information about the classroom being observed was also
gathered at this time. This information included the type of activities typically done during small
group activities (e.g., discussion, worksheets, journals, reading, hands on activity), the number of
students typically in the small groups, and opportunities for communication among peers.
Meetings with collaborators. A meeting with collaborators occurred following the
completion of the identification of potential Peer 1 participants (i.e., both the interview with the
special education teacher and the observation of the potential participants). This occurred with all
four triads before moving onto the baseline phase (Figure 2.3). The general education teacher (of
the classroom selected for the study), the special education teacher, and the speech/language
pathologists were asked by the researcher to attend a brief 15-20 minute meeting concerning the
study.
At the time and place agreed upon, the researcher met with the three collaborators and a
collaboration interview was conducted in a 15-20 minute meeting session with each of the
collaborators members together. During the session, the researcher (a) explained the research
study, (b) explained the inclusion criteria for Peers 2 and 3 and asked for recommendations of
peers, (c) explained the technology and the need for someone to assist in turning the camera on
and off and storing it securely, (d) described briefly the observations of Peer 1 and their use of
their Speech Generating Device (SGD) in the inclusive classroom and asked for ways they had
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seen Peer 1 using his SGD when he were in class, and (e) ask if they had any further questions or
comments.
Experimental Design
The research method for this study was a multiple-probe design across participant triads
(groups consisting of Peer 1 and Peers 2 and 3). Baseline data were taken across three separate
days and the average rates of communication were calculated. In the single case research
methodology of multiple baseline or multiple probe design technique, responses are “identified
and measured over time to provide baselines against which changes can be evaluated” (Baer,
Wolf, & Risley, 1968, p. 92). This design is suited for applied research as they “lend themselves
to program efficacy measures, have no withdrawal of intervention requirements, and are easy to
conceptualize and implement, permitting practicing teachers and clinicians to conduct research in
their school or clinical environment” (Gast, 2014, p. 253).
This design controlled for threats to internal validity in various ways. First, to show
experimental control in a multiple probe design, a minimum of 3 participants is required (Gast,
2014). In this study, four triads of students were recruited to, allow for possible attrition of one
participant group. Second, it was expected in this study that there would be an immediate change
in the participating triad’s behavior but not in the behavior of others following the introduction of
the independent variable. This immediate change following introduction of the independent
variable showed experimental control. Third, this study staggered the introduction of the
intervention across groups that allowed for replication of effect for experimental control (Gast &
Ledford, 2014).
Independent Variable
The independent variable for this study was peer training. The training of Peers 2 and 3
occurred following the Peer 1 selection and baseline/probe observations. During the peer training,
specific strategies were taught using a scripted training protocol and a video model that was used
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to help peers learn social communication strategies to use with participants with disabilities
(Appendix B).
Data Collection Procedures (IV)
Following baseline, Peers 2 and 3 met with the researcher together in a location apart
from the general education classroom. Using the Peer Training Script (to provide for consistency
and for procedural reliability across all triads), the researcher briefly described the background of
project, identified opportunities where peers could interact during class sessions, and addressed
confidentiality (Appendix A). This was done in 1 session that consisted of the following general
steps, (a) the students were asked to view the video model, (b) the students were then given a
worksheet with the steps from the video model to reference, (c) each student practiced the three
strategies outlined in the model five times each with the researcher providing prompts as needed
(prompts were verbal and modeling), (d) following the practice sessions, students were asked to
independently use the strategies on each other and data were recorded on whether they performed
the step correctly, (f) once each peer got 100% (11 out of 11 sub-strategies) of the steps
performed correctly 2 consecutive times, the students began participation in the intervention with
peer 1.
Peer-mediated instruction fidelity data recording. Research question number four (can
the peers implement the peer mediated instruction with fidelity?) was measured by the percent of
intervals where the three main strategies with 11 sub-strategies were completed independently
during trials following the training sessions (Figure 2.4). The peers were given each of the 11
sub-strategies one at a time on strips of paper (with the strategy written on it). The researcher
documented whether the peer (in using the strategy with the other peer) could implement the
strategy with fidelity. Each peer demonstrated each of the eleven sub-strategies three times. A (+)
was recorded if the peer performed the strategy correctly and a (-) if he/she did not perform it
correctly (i.e., as they were trained). Students had to demonstrate 100% accuracy (i.e., all 11
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strategies performed correctly) over 2 consecutive trials to move onto intervention, where they
utilized the strategies with Peer 1 in the inclusive classroom setting.
Dependent Variables
The dependent variables used to answer research questions one, two, and three were (a)
the percent of intervals that the communication acts of initiation (I) and response (R) by Peer 1
directed towards peers 2 or 3 were observed during a small group activity in an inclusive general
education classroom and (b) the percent of intervals with communication acts of initiation (I) and
response (R) by peers 2 and 3 directed towards Peer 1. Communication acts (CA) were defined as
communication towards or in response to a peer and include social and related academic
communication. Communication acts were further defined as initiating, commenting,
sharing/requesting, responding (Kamps, Mason, Thiemann-Bourgue, Feldmiller, Turcotte, &
Miller, 2014).
The definitions of initiation and response were based on the definitions described by
Kamp et al. (2014). Initiation was defined as “beginning the communication sequence with a
communication that was non-contingent to a peer’s previous comment and clearly targeted to the
peer or the group as a whole” (Kamps et al., 2014, p. 234). In this study, the definition of the
group was the triads. Initiations included requesting or sharing information as long as the
communication was clearly targeted to the peer or peers. Similarly, a response was defined as “a
communicative act that began within 3s of a peer’s communicative act and was clearly contingent
on the peer’s communication (a response to an initiation by the peer)” (Kamps et al., 2014, p.
234).
Data Collection Procedures (DV)
Baseline. The 10-minute small group activity sessions in baseline were video recorded.
Before the sessions began, the teacher or pre-determined designated person turned on the video
recorder. The video camera was stopped after the session. The baseline sessions consisted of the
participants with a disability (Peer 1) and the two peers (Peers 2 and 3) being observed (video
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recorded) in the general education classroom during a 10-minute time period (small group
activity). For baseline, Peers 2 and 3 were placed in a group or area in proximity to Peer 1 (if not
already in proximity to one another). Video equipment was placed in the class 5 days prior to the
start of baseline so students did not see this as a novelty and possibly affect results.
Baseline data recording. Baseline data were recorded using the same data recording
procedure before the implementation of the peer training with Peers 2 and 3 (Appendix B). Data
were collected for each triad until the Peers 1 and Peers 2 and 3 had a stable trendline. Baseline
and probe data were collected on each of the four triads simultaneously or as close as possible to
simultaneously. The next triad received the intervention once a stable trendline with at least two
data points at 50% above the mean of baseline was observed for the previous triad for Peers 2 and
3.
This continued with each triad with maintenance probe data taken on previous tiers and
probe data taken on tiers that had not received intervention. The videos were collected and
viewed within 24 to 48 hours to count the number of intervals the target behaviors were observed
in each trial. The data were used to determine when the criterion was reached in order to begin
the next triad.
Intervention phase. The 10-minute small group activity sessions were video recorded.
Before the sessions began, the teacher or pre-determined designated person turned on the video
recorder. The video camera was stopped after the session. The researcher retrieved the recording
each day by transferring the video from the camera’s SDHD card to a secured computer hard
drive.
Intervention phase data recording. The researcher watched the videos and recorded
student performance on the Data Recording System Form (Appendix B) using a partial interval
recording method (PIR). The intervals for this study were 30s intervals. Radley, O'Handley, and
Labrot (2015) have noted that these methods mitigate challenges associated with continuous
recording methods. In PIR, a behavior is recorded as having occurred if the target behavior is
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observed at any point during an interval (Radley et al. , 2015). Partial interval recording systems
are described as being more accurate the shorter the duration of intervals (e.g., 10s instead of 45s)
and when a yes/no dichotomous decision is being made during the interval. PIR is not as accurate
when describing duration of a behavior (Radley et al., 2015).
Data were recorded for each of the 30s intervals (20 intervals total) with interval one
beginning at the start of the video and ending at the end of interval 20. For each of the intervals,
recording of data for Peer 1 was noted as I (a social communication or task oriented initiation was
observed by Peer 1 toward either Peer 1 or 2), R (a social communication or task oriented
response was observed by Peer 1 towards either Peer 1 or 2, or N (neither a response nor an
initiation was noted). Additionally, if Peer 1 was observed using a communication act, then it was
documented as A (the student used his SGD) or O (the student used another form of
communication such as facial gestures). Data were recorded for peers 2 and 3 as I-1 (an initiation
was observed toward Peer 1, R-1 (a response was observed toward Peer 1, N (neither a response
nor an initiation was observed as directed towards Peer 1). Anecdotal data were also collected on
Peer 1 and on Peers 2 and 3 using the Data Recording Form (Appendix B). Anecdotal data
included notes on Peers 2 and 3’s use of the three communication strategies (11 sub-strategies)
taught in the training sessions, notes related to Peer 1’s use of his SGD or other communication,
and any other important information to note concerning the observation of responding and
initiating from each of the peers in the triad.
Peer training follow-up. The researcher conducted a follow-up training session with Peers
2 and 3 from each of the four triads using the Training Follow-up Script Form (Appendix C). The
follow-up training occurred after three to five observation sessions (referred to as sessions one,
two, and three of intervention on the Data Recording System Form) so the researcher had enough
data to reveal a trend and possible level change from baseline. In addition, by following up with
Peers 2 and 3 after three to five observation sessions the researcher had anecdotal records of Peer
2 and 3’s ability to implement the five strategies taught in the initial training. As described in the
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Training Follow-up Script Form (Appendix C), video clips from the observations were shown to
the Peers 2 and 3 in a pre-determined meeting place in the school (e.g., conference room) and the
researcher discussed what they had done well and what they needed to improve on.
After Peers 2 and 3 completed the follow-up training sessions, three to five 10-minute
observation sessions were recorded and data collected on the observations using the Data
Recording System Form (Form 6). If the recorded data for Peers 2 and 3 revealed a trend and
possible level change, then three more observation sessions were recorded (or once a stable
trendline with at least three consecutive data points at 50% above the mean of baseline was
observed for Peers 2 and 3). If the observation data collected on the three to five sessions
following the follow-up training revealed a need for a second follow-up training session, then the
students were asked to complete a second follow up using the Training Follow-up Script Form
(Appendix C). A second follow-up training session was utilized only if the observation data did
not reveal a possible change in level after the initial follow-up training session.
Maintenance. During the maintenance phase for each triad, the triads had a 10-minute
video taped small group session one time per week (or until each group had received at least three
maintenance probe sessions). All videos were recorded in the same general education classroom
used during the baseline and intervention phases. The videos were viewed to count the number of
intervals of the targeted behaviors to assess the participants’ ability to maintain the behaviors.
Technology Training
Technology training occurred with general education teachers on starting and ending the
video sessions with the camera. Technology training also included technology training described
in the intervention package.
Social Validity
Social validity was measured through post interview with the peers, participants, and
collaborators.
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Reliability
Procedural reliability. Procedural reliability was collected on the peer-mediated
instruction training components. Each training session was video recorded and an observer
collected procedural reliability data on whether all the components of the peer training (e.g.,
strategies for increasing communication steps) were implemented with the peers. To calculate
procedural reliability, the total number of observed training components was divided by the
number of total planned components and multiplied by 100 (Appendix B).
Interobserver agreement reliability. An observer took inter-observer agreement on
35% of all sessions across all phases and participants. The observer watched the videotaped
sessions and recorded data on the data sheets. Inter-observer agreements between the observer
and the researcher were calculated using the formula Agreements/Agreements + Disagreements X
100% (Appendix B). Prior to the implementation of the study (baseline/probes), the observer and
the researcher went over the data collection sheets and coding requirements. The observer was
shown the video model that was to be used with the general education peers. Using the data
collection form, the observer and the researcher coded and completed a form together. During this
time, any questions were addressed.
Data Analysis
Visual analysis. For this study, data from the intervention were graphed and visually
analyzed. Visual analysis involves (regardless of the single case research design chosen) the
interpretation of level, trend, and variability of the performance during baseline and the
intervention conditions of the study. When analyzing data visually, researchers attend to (a) the
number of data points in a condition, (b) the numbers of variables that changed from one
condition to the next, (c) level stability and changes in level both between and within conditions,
(d) the trend stability and trend direction between and within conditions, and (e) the number of
data points that fall within the data range of the adjacent condition (Gast & Ledford, 2014).
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Visual analysis is the most frequently used data analysis strategy in single-case research
designs. There are many advantages in using visual analysis of data. A few of these advantages
include (a) it can be used to evaluate individual or small group data, (b) it is a process that is
dynamic as data are collected repeatedly, graphed regularly, and frequently analyzed, (c) plotted
data make it easier for researchers to make data-based decisions, and (d) it facilitates
individualization because of the analysis of individual data patterns (Gast & Ledford, 2014).
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Table 2.1
Participants
Peer 1

James, WhiteEuropean
American,
male, 11
Henry, WhiteEuropean
American,
male, 9
Clay, WhiteEuropean
American,
male, 8
Kenny, WhiteEuropean
American,
male, 9

Special
Education
Category
Functional
Mental
Disability
(FMD)
Orthopedic
Impairment
(OI)
Functional
Mental
Disability
(FMD)
Mild
Mental
Disability
(MMD)

Peer 2

Brad

Donny

Callie

Sandy

Peer 3

WhiteEuropean
American,
male, 11
Hispanic,
male, 9

WhiteEuropean
American,
female, 9
WhiteEuropean
American,
female, 8

Grade

Subject

School

Jessie

AfricanAmerican,
female, 11

5

Reading

1

Elizabeth

WhiteEuropean
American,
female, 9
WhiteEuropean
American,
female, 9
WhiteEuropean
American,
female, 9

3

Math

2

3

Reading

3

4

Reading

1

Amy

April

Table 2.2
Social Validity Interview Questionnaire
Social Validity Interview Questions
General education teachers
Do you feel the study and peer training procedures were appropriate? Useful? and practical?
Would you be willing to continue using the strategies and/ or seating arrangement after the
intervention with the peers 2 and 3 is withdrawn?
What benefits or changes have you noticed since the peer training was implemented?
What were any challenges you noticed in implementing this intervention?
Special education teachers
Do you feel the study and peer training procedures were appropriate? Useful? and practical?
Would you be willing to continue using the strategies and/ or seating arrangement after the
intervention with the peers 2 and 3 is withdrawn?
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What benefits or changes have you noticed since the peer training was implemented?
What were any challenges you noticed in implementing this intervention?
Speech/language pathologists
Do you feel the study and peer training procedures were appropriate? Useful? and practical?
Would you be willing to continue using the strategies and/ or seating arrangement after the
intervention with the peers 2 and 3 is withdrawn?
What benefits or changes have you noticed since the peer training was implemented?
What were any challenges you noticed in implementing this intervention?
Interview questions with peers 2 and 3
Did you enjoy being a part of the trainings? What did you like about the training? What did
you not like?
Did you feel the training helped you to talk more with ______?
What was the most challenging part of using the strategies in class? What was easy?
Do you interact and talk to _____ outside of the classroom more now?
Do you think this was a good experience?
Interview questions with peer 1
Do you like talking with your friends in class?
Note. Table 2.2 (cont.)
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Potential Participant Identification Form (Peer1)
With interview script, to be conducted with special education teacher(s)
Teacher Name: ______________________ School: _______________________ Date: _______________________
Rhodes Dissertation 2015/2016
Interview Step Description/notes
Explain the
Researcher will say, “Good afternoon, I appreciate you meeting with me to talk about my study. I am Allie Rhodes
study to the
and I am a doctoral candidate in the department of early childhood, special education, and rehabilitation counseling
identified
at the University of Kentucky. I am interested in conducting a research study that implements peer-mediated
special
interventions. I need your help in identifying potential student(s) with disabilities to participate in this study.”
education
teacher from X
school
Explain study
Researcher will say, “In order to be considered for inclusion in this study I am looking for a student (or students) that
inclusion
meet a specific criterion. I need a student that receives services under the category of intellectual disability (ID),
criteria for
multiple disability (MD) or Autism (ASD), is identified as using a form of augmentative and alternative communication
participants with (AAC) and able to select icons/messages with or without prompting or use another form of communication that has
disabilities
been shown to be intentional towards peers or adults, have goals in their IEP that target social communication skills
and be enrolled in at least one general education class that they attend on a scheduled basis (i.e., every class session).
Ask the special
The following key questions will be asked by the researcher to the special education teacher in order to identify
education
potential participantsteacher to
a. Who is the student?
identify
b. Who are the key personnel of the student?
potential
c. What form of SGD does he/she use?
participants for
d. Where does he/she use the AAC?
inclusion in the
e. When does he/she use their AAC?
study
f. How do they use their SGD (e.g., independently, with prompting, does content change by classroom topic or
stay static across the day?)
g. Students class schedule?
i.
Inclusive general education classrooms attended this semester?
ii.
Name of teacher(s) of inclusive general education class?
iii.
Time of class and subject?
Figure 2.1. Potential Participant Identification Form (Peer 1)

Potential Peer 1 Participant Identification Observation Form
Student Name (pseudonym): ______________________ School: _______________________ Date: __________________
Observation location: __________________________________
Rhodes Dissertation 2015/2016
Interview Step
Information
about
observation
setting
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Researcher will
observe the
potential
participant in
order to confirm
key questions

Researcher will
observe the
classroom in
order to identify
the general
schedule,
opportunities for
communication,
etc.

Description/notes
a.
b.
c.
d.

Name of class (e.g., art, math, science), room number, and times of class
Teacher name and contact information
Grade level
General class schedule (e.g., entrance slip, exit slip, small group, large group) *see attached if necessary

Following the interview with the special education teacher, key questions will be noted and observed by the
researcher of the potential participant.
a. What form of SGD does he/she use?
b. Where does he/she use the AAC?
c. When does he/she use their AAC?
d. How do they use their SGD (e.g., independently, with prompting, does content change by classroom topic or
stay static across the day?)?
The researcher will observe the class and answer the following questions:
a. Small group opportunities of 10 minutes or more daily? Y N Describe
b. Activities typically done in small groups? Discussion Worksheet Journals Reading Hands on activity
Other
c. How many students are typically in small groups? 2 3 4 5 6 7
d. Challenges noted? Primarily lecture, difficulty with physical access, other
e. Specific opportunities noted for communication with peers?
Type?
Describe
Type?
Describe

Other notes
Figure 2.2. Potential Peer 1 Participant Identification Observation Form

Collaboration/Interview Form, Key Personnel
Triad #: ___________ Peer 1 name (pseudonym): _________________________ School: ______________________
Date ______________ Location and time: _________________________________________
General education teacher name: _________________________ Special education teacher name:
_____________________________
Speech and language pathologist name: _________________________________
*This interview/collaboration will be conducted in a 20-minute meeting session with each of the key personnel members together.
Interview Step/Topic
Explain the research study
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Explain study inclusion criteria for
peers 2 and 3 with disabilities

Technology

SGD and Content

Description/notes
Researcher will say to all, “Good afternoon, I appreciate you meeting with me to talk about my
study. I am Allie Rhodes and I am a doctoral candidate in the department of early childhood,
special education, and rehabilitation counseling at the University of Kentucky. I am interested
in conducting a research study that implements peer-mediated interventions. I need your help in
answering questions that will help me to develop the training for the peers”.
Researcher will say to the general education teacher but the other two teachers may give
suggestions of students as well, “In order to be considered for inclusion in this study I am
looking for students that meet a specific criterion. The inclusion criteria for the general
education peers in this study are (a) they have not been diagnosed with a disability and
receiving IDEA services, (b) they have good attendance rates, (c) they are enrolled in the same
general education class as the student with a disability. Please give me at least 2
recommendations”.
Researcher will say to all, “My study will involve the use of a video camera and wireless
Bluetooth microphone, I would like to have you, teacher X (the general education teacher), to
take part in a brief training with me that will teach you how to turn the camera on and off and
how to set up the Bluetooth microphone. In addition, I would like to show you how and where to
store the camera and speaker. You will be given a schedule of when I will be here to pick up the
card from the camera and the suggested days for recording”. *If this is not feasible for the
general education teacher to do then ask the group to identify an adult in the school who would
be willing to be trained and could complete the task of turning off and on the camera when it is
needed.
Researcher will say to all, “I have observed student X in class with his/her SGD. It appears that
the content on his/her device remains static and he/she uses a grid with 12 pictures. In what
ways have you each seen him/her use his SGD in class? What suggestions do you have for
helping student X communicate more with the other students in his class?”

Researcher will say to all, “Does anyone have any comments or questions that I have not
covered here today? Well, I am very grateful for your time and assistance with this research
project. If you have any comments or questions, please contact me at my email address
____________________”

Further questions or comments

General Education Teacher
Question
General education student
recommendations (name,
class, and class time):

Special Education Teacher

Notes
1.

Question

Notes

Speech and Language
Pathologist
Question
Notes

Other student (Peer 2 and 3)
recommendations:

Other student
recommendations
(Peer 2 and 3):

Technology training?

Recommendations for technology training?

Recommendations
for technology
training?

SGD and content-in what
ways have you seen
student X use his SGD
when he is in class?

SGD and content-in what ways have you
seen student X use his SGD when he is in
class?

Further questions or
comments

Further questions or comments

SGD and content-in
what ways have you
seen student X use
his SGD when he is
in class?
Further questions or
comments

2.
3.
4.
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Figure 2.3. Collaboration/Interview Form, Key Personnel

Triad #: ___________ Peer (circle 1): 2 3

Peer Mediated Implementation Fidelity checklist
Date: _________________
Rhodes Dissertation 2015/2016

Strategy

Trial 4* (use if the peer does not
perform all of the steps correctly
over two consecutive trials)

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

a. Looking at their face and waiting for them to
look at you

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

b. Tapping them lightly on their shoulder, arm,
or hand

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

c. Calling their name and waiting for them to
look at you

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

a. Withholding materials and waiting for your
partner to respond

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

b. Doing something unusual and waiting for your
partner to respond

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

c. Holding materials up to your partner and
waiting for them to respond

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

1. Get and ensure their attention by…
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d. Manipulating materials and waiting for them
to look at either you or at the materials
e. Use the students SGD to say… “Hi ____” or
“Look at this”
2. Use strategies to see if you can get a response by…

d. Asking a question and waiting for your partner
to respond
3. Respond to your partner
a. If you do not get a response prompt by
providing a verbal model and a model on the
SGD and waiting for your partner to respond
a. If you get a response back acknowledge and
expand and wait for your partner to respond

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

Total +
__/11
__/11
__/11
__/11
Percentage of steps correct
Note. + Performed the strategy independently and with fidelity, - Performed the strategy without fidelity *During the training all
strategies must be performed for each of the three main communication method categories.
Figure 2.4. Peer Mediated Implementation Fidelity Checklist
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Chapter Three: Results
In response to the need to identify effective and efficient interventions for increasing
social communication skills for students with complex communication skills, this study addressed
four research questions. This study examined the effects of a collaboratively developed peermediated intervention on the social communication skills of students with complex
communication needs.
The intervention involved training strategies to peers without disabilities for
communicating (responding, initiating) to peers with complex communication needs. The
research questions addressed were:
1. What is the effect of a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the
communication skills (initiating and responding) of a student with complex
communication needs during small group activities in an inclusive general education
classroom?
2. What is the effect of a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the
communication interactions (initiating and responding) towards a student with
complex communication needs by general education peers during small group
activities in an inclusive general education classroom?
3. What is the effect of a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the
maintenance of communication skills (initiating and responding) by a student with
complex communication needs during small group activities with general education
peers in an inclusive general education classroom?
4. To what extent can general education peers implement this collaboratively developed
peer mediated intervention to increase communication skills of students with
complex communication needs with fidelity?
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Data Analysis-Dependent Variables
The effectiveness of the peer-mediated intervention was evaluated using visual analysis.
Visual analysis involved (a) analyzing and reporting the number of data points in a condition; (b)
describing the number of variables that were changed between conditions (adjacent conditions);
(c) changes in level and level stability between and within conditions; (d) changes in trend within
and between conditions along with trend direction and trend stability; (e) and the number of data
points overlapping between adjacent conditions (Gast & Ledford, 2015).
Peer 1 Communication Acts. Research question one asked what is the effect of a
collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the communication skills (initiating and
responding) of a student with complex communication needs during small group activities in an
inclusive general education classroom. Figure 3.1 displays the percent of intervals with initiations
and responses (average of both) by Peer 1 towards Peers 2 and 3 and figure 3.2 displays the
percent of intervals with initiations and responses of Peer 1 during each 10-minute video
observation. The data indicate that in each triad, the Peer 1 participants increased their
communication skills (the number of initiations and responses) towards peers 2 and 3 during the
10-minute small group activity observations (Figure 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4; Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4,
3.5, 3.6, and 3.7). To understand the effect of the collaboratively developed peer training on the
percent of intervals with communication acts by Peer 1 towards Peers 2 and 3, results from the
observations will be described by triads.
Triad 1. The percent of intervals with communication acts (initiations or responses)
observed for James was low, showing a stable, zero-celerating trend direction during baseline
(M= 0%; range=0%). His percent of intervals with observed communication acts increased
(improving change in level, zero-celerating to accelerating change in trend direction) following
the implementation of the initial peer training (M=20.8%; range=12.5-35%). Percentage of nonoverlapping data (PND) between conditions A and B1 was 100%. The percent of intervals with
observed communication acts also increased but was variable (improving change in level with an
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accelerating to zero-celerating change in trend direction) following the implementation of the
follow-up peer training (M=47.5%; range=45-50%). The PND between conditions B1 and B2
was 100%.
Triad 2. Henry’s percentage of communication acts during baseline was fairly low,
showing a variable and accelerating trend direction during baseline (M=20%; range 12.5-27.5%).
His percent of intervals of observed communication acts increased (improving change in level
with an accelerating to accelerating change in trend direction-no change) following the
implementation of the initial peer training (M=43.5%; range=30-55%). The PND between
conditions A and B1 was 100%. The percent of intervals of observed communication acts also
increased (improving change in level with an accelerating to accelerating change in trend
direction-no change) following the implementation of the follow-up peer training (M=55.8%;
range=50-62.5%).
Triad 3. Clay’s percent of intervals of communication acts during baseline was low,
showing a stable and accelerating trend direction during baseline (M= 42%; range=0-1.25%). His
percent of intervals of observed communication acts increased (improving change in level with an
accelerating to accelerating change in trend direction-no change) following the implementation of
the initial peer training (M=16.7%; range=15-17.5%). The PND between conditions A and B1
was 100%. Clay’s percent of intervals of observed communication acts decreased (deteriorating
change in level with an accelerating to decelerating change in trend direction-negative change,
M=13.43%; range=3.75-20%). The PND between conditions B1 and B2 was 25% with a POD of
75%.
Triad 4. Kenny’s percent of intervals of communication acts during baseline was low,
showing a stable and accelerating trend direction during baseline (M=10%; range=7.5-10%). The
percent of intervals of observed communication acts increased (improving change in level with an
accelerating to accelerating change in trend direction-no change) following the implementation of
the initial peer training (M=13%; range-2.5%-18.75%). The PND between conditions A and B1
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was 80% with a POD of 20%. Kenny’s percent of intervals of communication acts decreased
(deteriorating change in level and an accelerating to decelerating change in trend directionnegative change, M=20.62%; range 20-21.25%). The PND between conditions B1 and B2 was
100%.
Looking at the four triads, there was an increase in the percent of intervals of
communication acts observed for each of the four Peer 1 participants between baseline and the
implementation of the initial peer training. The PND between conditions A and B1 was 80-100%
for all four triads, showing a positive effect of the intervention.
Peers 2 and 3 Communication Acts. Research question two asked what is the effect of a
collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the communication interactions
(initiating and responding) towards a student with complex communication needs by general
education peers during small group activities in an inclusive general education classroom. Figure
3.3 displays the average initiations and responses by Peers 2 and 3 towards Peer 1 during 10minute small group observations. Visual analysis shows an increase in the percent of intervals of
initiations and responses directed towards Peer 1 by Peers 2 and 3 from baseline to intervention in
each of the four triads (Figures 3.3 and 3.4; Tables 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16).
Triad 1. The percent of intervals of communication acts (initiations or responses)
observed for Brad and Jessie (Triad 1, Peers 2 and 3) was low showing a stable, decelerating
trend direction during baseline (M=.83%; range=0-2.5%). Their percent of intervals of observed
communication acts increased but was variable (deteriorating change in level, decelerating to
zero-celerating change in trend direction) following the implementation of the initial peer training
(M=11.6%; range=7.5%-17.5%). PND between conditions A and B1 was 100%. The percent of
intervals of observed communication acts increased but was also variable (deteriorating change in
level with a decelerating to decelerating change in trend direction-no change) following the
implementation of the follow-up peer training (M=37.5%; range=33.75-46.25%). The PND
between conditions B1 and B2 was 100%.
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Brad and Jessie were noted to have more communication acts on average during the
second intervention phase (after the follow-up training was conducted) than following the initial
peer training with this improving trend continuing into the maintenance phase. They were
observed to use very few of the strategies taught following the initial peer training though the
PND between baseline and intervention B1 was 100% (the baseline average at 0%). Their use of
the strategies was noted to significantly increase after the follow-up training and consequently
their communication directed towards James increased (Figure 3.3). The PND between conditions
B1 and B2 was 100%. This shows a positive effect of the follow-up training on the
communication of Brad and Jessie towards James in the small group activities.
Triad 2. Donny and Elizabeth’s (Triad 2, Peers 2 and 3) percent of intervals of
communication acts during baseline was low, showing a variable and accelerating trend direction
during baseline (M=16.67%; range 11.25-16.25%). The percent of intervals of observed
communication acts increased (improving change in level with an accelerating to accelerating
change in trend direction-no change) following the implementation of the initial peer training
(M=36.75%; range=18.75-50%). The PND between conditions A and B1 was 75% with a POD of
25%. The percent of intervals of observed communication acts decreased and was variable
(improving change in level with an accelerating to decelerating change in trend directiondeteriorating) following the implementation of the follow-up peer training (M=55.83%;
range=50-62.5%). PND between conditions B1 and B2 was 0% with a POD of 100%.
Donnie and Elizabeth were noted to have more communication acts directed towards
Henry on average during the first intervention phase (after the initial peer training) including
having an accelerating trend line and an improving change in level from baseline. Their use of the
strategies taught during the peer training was high. However, after the follow-up training they
were observed to have less communication directed towards Henry, including having a
decelerating trend line and a deteriorating change in level. They were also observed to use the
strategies less. Given these observations, it is important to note that Henry’s communication
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towards Donnie and Elizabeth increased, including an improving change in level. Donnie and
Elizabeth used fewer of the strategies taught, but Henry was communicating more with them than
he was following the initial peer training.
Triad 3. Callie and Amy’s (Triad 3, Peers 2 and 3) percentage of communication acts
during baseline was low, showing a variable and decelerating trend direction during baseline
(M=2.5%; range=1.25-3.75%). The percent of intervals of observed communication acts
increased (improving change in level with a decelerating to accelerating change in trend
direction-improving) following the implementation of the initial peer training (M=32.5%;
range=25-38.75%). The PND between conditions A and B1 was 100%. The peers’ percent of
intervals of observed communication acts decreased (deteriorating change in level with an
accelerating to decelerating change in trend direction-negative change, M=26.87%; range=18.7538.75%). The PND between conditions B1 and B2 was 0% with a POD of 100%.
Callie and Amy were noted to have more communication acts directed towards Clay on
average during the first intervention phase (after the initial peer training), including having an
accelerating trend line and an improving change in level from baseline. Their use of the strategies
taught during the peer training was high. However, after the follow-up training they were
observed to have less communication directed towards Clay, including having a decelerating
trend line and a deteriorating change in level though their use of the strategies taught increased.
Given these observations, it is important to note that Clay’s communication towards Callie and
Amy increased on average with an accelerating change in level after the follow-up training.
Triad 4. Sandy and April’s percent of intervals of communication acts during baseline
was low, showing a stable and decelerating trend direction during baseline (M=10.83%;
range=10-11.25%). The percent of intervals of observed communication acts increased
(improving change in level with a decelerating to accelerating change in trend directionimproving) following the implementation of the initial peer training (M=28.5%; range-6.25%45%). The PND between conditions A and B1 was 80% with a POD of 20%. The peers’ percent
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of intervals of communication acts increased (improving change in level and an accelerating to
accelerating change in trend direction-no change, M=41.25%; range 37.5-45%). The PND
between conditions B1 and B2 was 0% with a POD of 100%.
April and Sandy were noted to have more communication acts directed towards Clay on
average during the second intervention phase (after follow-up peer training) including having an
accelerating trend line and an improving change in level from baseline. Their use of the strategies
taught during the peer training was high and their use of the strategies on average increased after
the follow-up training, including having an accelerating trend line and an improving change in
level. Given this, it is important to note that Clay’s communication towards Callie and Amy
decreased on average with a decelerating change in level after the follow-up training. However,
due to absences with Peer 1, only two observations were conducted after the follow-up training.
Peer 1 Communication Acts (Maintenance). Research question three asked what is the
effect of a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the maintenance of
communication skills (initiating and responding) by a student with complex communication
needs during small group activities with general education peers in an inclusive general education
classroom. During this study, maintenance data were recorded for triads 1 and 2. Maintenance
data were unable to be recorded for Triad 3 due to illness with Peer 1 and the ending of the school
year. Visual analysis of Figure 3.1 shows an increase in the average initiations and responses by
Peer 1 towards Peer 2 and 3 in each of the three maintenance observations. Triad 2 maintenance
data show an increase in level from intervention to maintenance observations.
Triad 1. The visual analysis of the graphed data for maintenance for James indicates a
variable level with a range of 55-75% and an improving absolute change in level. The trend
direction is accelerating and stable. Looking at the changes in level and trend between different
conditions for Peer 1, triad 1 (intervention B2 and maintenance) there is a zero-celerating to
accelerating direction change in trend (positive change), a stable to stable change in trend
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stability, an improving absolute change in level in addition to an improving median and mean
level. The percentage of non-overlapping data is 100%.
Triad 2. The visual analysis of the graphed data for maintenance for Henry indicates a
stable level with a range of 65-72.5% and a deteriorating absolute change in level. The trend
direction is decelerating and stable. Looking at the changes in level and trend between different
conditions (intervention B2 and maintenance) there is an accelerating to decelerating direction
change (negative change) in trend, a stable to stable change in trend stability, an improving
absolute change in level in addition to an improving median and mean level. The percentage of
non-overlapping data is 100%.
Fidelity of Strategy Implementation (Peers 2 and 3)
Fidelity (Training). The variable used to answer research question number four (can the
peers implement the peer mediated instruction with fidelity), was the percent of steps completed
independently during trials immediately following the training sessions (Figure 2.4 and Table
3.18). Each of the peers was given each of the 11 strategies trained by the researcher; using a
recording form, the researcher documented whether the peer (in using the strategy with the other
peer) could implement the strategy with fidelity. Each peer demonstrated each of the 11 steps
three times. Students must have demonstrated 100% accuracy (e.g., all 11 steps performed
correctly) over 2 consecutive trials to move onto intervention where they utilized the strategies
with Peer 1. Results were reported as the accuracy of the implementation of the strategies taught
in training with Peers 2 and 3 in each triad.
Triad 1. Brad and Jessie were both able to demonstrate each of the 11 steps with fidelity
in trials 2 and 3 of the initial peer training. Brad and Jessie were noted to struggle with
implementing the sub-strategies of (a) Respond to your partner and if you do not get a response
prompt by providing a verbal model and a model on the SGD and waiting for your partner to
respond and (b) Respond to your partner and if you get a response back acknowledge and expand
and wait for your partner to respond during trial 1. The researcher modeled these strategies after
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playing the video model again and had them practice the strategies. During trials 2 and 3, both
Brad and Jessie were able to demonstrate the strategies with fidelity.
Triad 2. Donny and Elizabeth required 4 trials to demonstrate 100% accuracy on all 11
sub-strategies. During trial 1, Elizabeth was able to demonstrate eight of the 11 strategies and
Donny was able to demonstrate nine of 11 strategies with fidelity. The researcher modeled these
strategies after playing the video model again and had them practice the strategies. During trial 2,
Donny was able to demonstrate 10 of the 11 strategies with fidelity and Elizabeth was able to
demonstrate nine of 11 strategies. During trial 3 and 4, Donny and Elizabeth were both able to
demonstrate all the strategies with fidelity.
Triad 3. Amy and Callie required four trials to demonstrate 100% accuracy on all 11 substrategies. During trial 1, both Callie and Amy were able to demonstrate nine of 11 strategies with
fidelity. The researcher modeled these strategies after playing the video model again and had
them practice the strategies. During trial 2, Callie and Amy were able to demonstrate 10 of the 11
strategies with fidelity. During trial 3 and 4, Callie and Amy were both able to demonstrate all the
strategies with fidelity.
Triad 4. April and Sandy were both able to demonstrate each of the 11 steps with fidelity
in trials 2 and 3 of the initial peer training. Following trial 1, the researcher modeled the strategies
they were not able to demonstrate with fidelity after playing the video model again and had them
practice the strategies. During trials 2 and 3, both Sandy and April were able to demonstrate the
strategies with fidelity.
Fidelity (Intervention and Maintenance-representative sample). Peer 2 and 3’s use of
the three main strategies and 11 sub-strategies taught during the initial peer training was recorded
(Appendix B) for three intervals for each peer. A total of six intervals were observed to note the
peer’s use of the strategies taught for each of the observations following the initial and follow-up
peer training. For each interval observed, it was recorded whether the peer used the strategy with
fidelity, partially used the strategy, used the strategy incorrectly, or whether the strategy was not
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observed to be used. The peers’ use of the strategies is described (Figure 3.6 and 3.7) and
analyzed (Table 3.19, 3.20). The mean is a representative sample for each strategy and substrategy and was calculated using the formula: Number of times the strategy was observed
implemented with fidelity during the six sample intervals per trial/(number of total trials in the
phaseX6) X 100.
Triad 1. Looking at the representative sample, Brad and Jessie’s use of the main
strategies (at least 1 sub-strategy used with fidelity for each of the main strategies) following the
initial peer training was low for strategy 1-Get and ensure your partners attention (M=6%) and
strategy 3-Respond to your partner (M=6%). The peer’s use of strategy 2-Use strategies to see if
you can get a response (M=28%) was slightly higher. The peers use of strategy 1 (M=33%),
strategy 2 (M=83%), and strategy 3 (M=33%) each increased after the follow-up training. During
maintenance observations, Peers 2 and 3’s use of the strategies remained at or above the means
observed after the follow-up training for all three strategies.
Triad 2. Looking at the representative sample, Donny and Elizabeth’s use of the main
strategies (at least 1 sub-strategy used with fidelity for each of the main strategies) following the
initial peer training was highest for strategy 2-Use strategies to see if you can get a response
(M=67%) followed by strategy 1-Get and ensure your partners attention (M=54%) and strategy 3Respond to your partner (M=50%). The peers’ use of strategy 1 increased slightly (M=58%),
though their use of strategy 2 (M=50%) and strategy 3 (M=29%) each decreased after the followup training. During maintenance observations, the peers’ use of strategy 1 (M=75%) and strategy
2 (M=58%) increased, though the use of strategy 3 (M=17) decreased.
Triad 3. Amy and Callie’s use of the main strategies (at least 1 sub-strategy used with
fidelity for each of the main strategies) following the initial peer training was highest for strategy
1-Get and ensure your partners attention (M=78%) and strategy 2-Use strategies to see if you can
get a response (M=56%). The peers’ use of strategy 3-Respond to your partner (M=17%) was
lower. The peers’ use of strategy 1 (M=83%), strategy 2 (M=79%), and strategy 3 (M=42%) each
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increased after the follow-up training. During maintenance observations, peers 2 and 3’s use of
the strategies remained at or above the means observed after the follow-up training for all three
strategies.
Triad 4. April and Sandy’s use of the main strategies (at least 1 sub-strategy used with
fidelity for each of the main strategies) following the initial peer training was highest for strategy
1-Get and ensure your partners attention (M=83%). Their use of strategy 2-Use strategies to see if
you can get a response (M=22%) and strategy 3 (M=17%) was lower. The peers’ use of strategy 1
(M=92%), strategy 2 (M=50%), and strategy 3 (M=50%) each increased after the follow-up
training.
Further analysis of the main strategies demonstrates an increase from the first
intervention phase (following the initial peer training) and the second intervention phase (Figure
3.6 and 3.7) in the use of the strategies by Peers 2 and 3 across all triads. The strategies of (a)
Manipulating materials and waiting for them to look at either you or at the materials, (b) Asking a
question and waiting for your partner to respond, and (c) Respond to your partner and if you get a
response back acknowledge and expand and wait for your partner to respond were noted to be
used the most frequently across the representative sample across all phases (Table 3.19, Table
3.20). The strategies of (a) withholding materials and waiting for your partner to respond, (b)
doing something unusual and waiting for your partner to respond, and (c) respond to your partner
and if you do not get a response prompt by providing a verbal model and a model on the SGD and
waiting for your partner to respond were noted to be used the least across the representative
sample across all phases.
SGD Use and Other Communication Modes-Baseline and Intervention (B1 and B2)
For Peer 1 in each triad, SGD or other communication modes were noted during the
analysis of the videos. Peer 1’s use of their SGD or whether another mode of communication was
used was noted.
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Triad 1. The percent of intervals observed where James (Triad 1, Peer 1) used his SGD
to communicate was low during baseline (M=0%), but his use of other modes of communication
was the same (M=0%). Following the implementation of the initial peer training, James’ use of
his SGD was observed to increase (M=8.3%) though lower than his use of other modes of
communication (M=36.6%). Following the implementation of the follow-up peer training, James’
use of his SGD decreased (M=1.25%) though his use of other modes of communication increased
(M=93.75%) James was observed to rely primarily on facial expressions and word
approximations/sounds as his other modes of communication. It should be noted too that James
did not have his device visible during 25% of observations or he was observed to put it in his
desk when an activity began.
Triad 2. The percent of intervals observed where Henry (Triad 2, Peer 1) used SGD to
communicate was lower during baseline (M=0%) than his use of other modes of communication
(M=48.3%). Following the implementation of the initial peer training, Henry’s use of his SGD
was observed to increase (M=12.5%) though still fairly low compared to his use of other modes
of communication (M=70%). Following the implementation of the follow-up peer training,
Henry’s use of SGD increased again (M=25%) though his use of other modes of communication
also increased (M=73.7%). It is important to note that Henry’s use of SGD was higher than his
use of other communication modes during the 4th observation session after the follow up peer
training. SGD use was at 70% and his use of other modes of communication was at 55% during
that 4th observation session. Henry was observed to rely primarily on facial expressions, word
approximations/sounds, and physical touch (tapping, putting his head on peers shoulders, holding
their hand, pulling their arm) as his other modes of communication during baseline observations.
Following the initial and the follow-up peer training sessions, Henry was observed to use word
approximations/sounds paired with the use of his SGD with a decrease in the use of physical
touch towards peers. The peers were observed to use the strategies taught to encourage his SGD
use.
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Triad 3. The percent of intervals observed where Clay (Triad 3, Peer 1) used his SGD to
communicate was low during baseline (M=0%) with his use of other modes of communication
slightly higher (M=1.6%). Following the implementation of the initial peer training, Clay’s use of
his SGD was observed to increase (M=11.6%) though lower than his use of other modes of
communication (M=25%). Following the implementation of the follow-up peer training, Clay’s
use of his SGD decreased (M=1.25%) though his use of other modes of communication remained
the same (M=25%). Clay was observed to rely primarily on facial expressions, physical
movement (e g., tapping on the table, dropping items on the floor) and word
approximations/sounds (including yelling and laughing) as his other modes of communication.
He was observed to have his SGD in proximity during most observations, though he was noted to
drop it on the floor multiple times during baseline.
Triad 4. The percent of intervals observed where Kenny (Triad 4, Peer 1) used his SGD
to communicate was low during baseline (M=8.3%) with his use of other modes of
communication slightly higher (M=13.3%). Following the implementation of the initial peer
training, Kenny’s use of his SGD was observed to increase (M=20%) and this was higher than his
use of other modes of communication (M=17%). Following the implementation of the follow-up
peer training, Kenny’s use of his SGD decreased (M=5%) though his use of other modes of
communication increased (M=62.5%). Kenny was observed to rely primarily on word
approximations/sounds and hand gestures as his other modes of communication.
It should be noted that there were delays to the data collection due to the nature of
conducting research in a public school setting. two of the peer 1 participants (Clay and Kenny)
experienced illness and absences during the study. Clay (Triad 3) was absent for eight days
during the beginning of the study when the permission form had been sent home. This delayed
the taking of probe data for Triad 3. Additionally, Clay was absent for six days (following the
first intervention observation). Kenny (Triad 4) was also absent following the baseline probes.
Other delays to data collection were three snow days, the inability to collect data during the week
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of KPEP testing and the unpredictability (daily schedules being subject to change) at times of the
general education classroom schedules (e g., the teacher said there would be an observation
conducted but during that time there would be an assembly, test prep, visitors to the classroom,
etc.)
Reliability
Procedural Reliability. An observer took procedural reliability on the training sessions.
There was a total of 8 training sessions (4 initial training sessions and 4 follow-up sessions). The
observer watched and noted on the reliability form each time the researcher performed a step in
the peer training. Procedural reliability (Appendix A) was taken on 50% (or 4 out of 8 training
sessions) with Peers 2 and 3 for each triad and the procedural reliability was 100% across all four
triads. Specifically, the initial training of Peers 2 and 3 consisted of 242 steps total and for each
triad, the procedural reliability was 242 steps performed correctly/242 steps total. All four
training sessions observed were the initial training sessions.
Interobserver Agreement (IOA). An observer took inter-observer agreement on 35% of
all sessions across all phases and participants. The observer watched the videotaped sessions and
recorded data on the data sheets. Inter-observer agreements between the observer and the
researcher was calculated using the formula Agreements/Agreements + Disagreements X 100%
(Appendix B). The observer had experience working with students with disabilities. The observer
and the researcher worked together before baseline and probe sessions to view the video model
that was going to be used with peers, go over the data sheet, and practice coding a sample data
sheet using the video model as a practice video. A follow-up training occurred after seven IOA
sessions were recorded as the IOA mean and range was low for Peer 1 (M=87.1%) and for Peers
2 and 3 (M=85 3%). The follow-up training included a similar format to the initial IOA training
but the researcher and observer viewed two videos together (that would not have IOA) and coded
them interval by interval, discussing any concerns or questions. After the follow-up training, the
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mean for the sessions following the 2nd training was 88.6% IOA for Peer 1 and 88.5% IOA for
Peers 2 and 3.
IOA was calculated two ways for questions research questions one, two, and three. The
first calculation was point-by-point on whether nothing, an initiation, a response, or both occurred
by Peer 1 during each 30s interval-basically exactly the same for the peer by the reliability
checker. The second calculation for IOA was occurrence agreement-defined as was an initiation
or a response or both recorded for both the peers by both the reliability checker and the
researcher. Non-occurrence agreement is defined as did the reliability checker and the researcher
mark that nothing occurred. Disagreement is defined as the researcher noting an occurrence
(initiation, response, or both) and the reliability checker saying there was nothing. 35% of
observations had IOA. The reason for this was due to the difficulty in seeing and hearing
everything in the video in many of the video-taped sessions. This was difficult due to the fact that
videos and small group work activities occurred in the general education classroom where there
were up to 25 students also working in groups (i.e., some videos had a lot of background noise or
the camera angle was not close enough to see subtle communication acts). This was particularly
true for Triad 2 and Triad 4.
Peer 1 IOA. IOA was calculated two ways for questions research questions 1-3. First
calculation for Peer 1 was point-by-point on whether nothing, an initiation, a response, or both
occurred by peers 1 during each 30s interval-basically exactly the same for the peer by the
reliability checker. 35% of observations had IOA. For peer 1, (B, I, and M) agreement ranged
from 65-95% with a total agreement of 80%. A second IOA training was completed due to the
low range. After the follow-up training the range was 70-100% agreement with a total agreement
of 85.9%. When all observations are combined, the agreement range was 65-100% with a total
agreement of 84.72%.
The second calculation for IOA was occurrence agreement-defined as was an initiation or
a response or both recorded for both the peers by both the reliability checker and the researcher.
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Non-occurrence agreement is defined as did the reliability checker and the researcher mark that
nothing occurred. Disagreement was defined as the researcher noting an occurrence (initiation,
response, or both) and the reliability checker saying there was nothing. For Peer 1, agreement
ranged from 70-100% with a total agreement of 87.5%. A second IOA training was completed
due to the low range. After the follow-up training the range was 70-95% agreement with a total
agreement of 88.63%. When all observations were combined, the agreement range was 70-100%
with a total agreement of 88.05%. IOA was taken for 35.29% of all sessions across all triads.
Peers 2 and 3 IOA. First calculation for peers 2 and 3 was point-by-point on whether
nothing, an initiation, a response, or both occurred by peers 2 and by peer 3 during each 30s
interval-basically exactly the same for both peers by the reliability checker. For peers 2 and 3,
agreement ranged from 52.2-97.5% with a total agreement of 73.4% following the first training.
A second IOA training was completed due to the low range. After the follow-up training the
range was 57.5-100% agreement with a total agreement of 81.5%. When all observations are
combined, the agreement range was 52.5-100% with a total agreement of 77.5%. IOA was taken
for 35.29% of all sessions across all triads.
The second calculation for IOA was occurrence agreement-defined as was an initiation or
a response or both recorded for both the peers by both the reliability checker and the researcher.
Non-occurrence agreement is defined as did the reliability checker and the researcher mark that
nothing occurred. Disagreement was defined as the researcher noting an occurrence (initiation,
response, or both) and the reliability checker saying there was nothing. For Peers 2 and 3,
agreement ranged from 70-97.5% with a total agreement of 85.31%. A second IOA training was
completed due to the low range. After the follow-up training the range was 70-100% agreement
with a total agreement of 88.5%. When all observations are combined, the agreement range was
70-100% with a total agreement of 86.80%. IOA was taken for 35.29% of all sessions across all
triads.
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Social Validity
Measures of the social validity of this research study were collected through interviews
with peer participants, special education teachers, speech/language pathologists, and general
education teachers. The questions asked in the interviews are described in Table 2.2. All Peer 1
participants were interviewed and asked if they enjoyed working with their friends in class. The
responses were short but very positive. James said his peer partner’s name and smiled, Henry
indicated yes by nodding his head and selected one of his peer partner’s name on his device.
Kenny and Clay both nodded yes and smiled when asked about working with their partners.
During the post-interviews with the general education peers, responses were generally
positive. Each of the Peer 2 and 3 participants from all triads participated in the post study
interviews. When asked if they felt the study was a good experience, all the peers answered in the
affirmative. Brad said, “I just really liked helping him for one because who doesn’t really like
helping and it was just a good experience. I think all three of us learned something which was just
basically trying to help". Another peer, Sandy, said, “Yes, I like to be involved in things and
help". All the peers described enjoying being a part of the trainings. One described the trainings
as “fun” and another peer said “yes, I could do that all day!”
Challenges to implementing the strategies in class noted by Peers 2 and 3 participants
included (a) keeping the peer’s attention, (b) difficulty in using the strategies and (c) working on
class activities at the same time, and (d) dealing with the SGD not working or not being available
sometimes. Jessie described the challenges faced with the SGD. She said, “we would think it [the
device] was dead when he had it because he would change the settings and we didn’t know that
that mattered until…so we would always think it was dead”.
All general education peers indicated that they interacted more with Peer 1 outside of
class. They noted that they sought them out during recess, breakfast, class-wide activities, and in
the hallways and common areas. A few described the impact they felt the study had on the Peer 1
participant. Jessie and Brad both described what they say to others about James. Brad said, “when
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people say like eww, that [James] he has a disability. I say [James] is just like anyone else, it’s
just hard to understand him that’s it”
The special education teachers who were the pre-intervention collaborators were also
interviewed. When teachers were asked if they felt the study and training procedures were
appropriate, useful, and practical all responses were very positive. One teacher said, “I absolutely
do. It’s made a difference in his [Peer 1] willingness to go down to class. Useful yes, he’s really
eager now…to use his SGD…it was just an accessory before [in the general education class].
Practical yes, I think it’s the most realistic thing…I just don’t have the manpower to send people
with him [to the general education class]”.
The special education teachers were also asked about any benefits or changes they had
noticed since the implementation of the study. One teacher described the positive changes they
had seen. They said, “[Peer 1] has shown more interest in his typical peers and in interacting with
them. He is more eager to leave the resource room in the mornings to participate in the general
education setting. [He] is using his communication system with more urgency and purpose as
well”. When asked about challenges to the implementation of the intervention, teachers described
a few minor challenges such as having a difficult time remembering to turn on the camera and
student illnesses that resulted in multiple absences for two of the Peer 1 participants.
One of the general education teachers responded to the request for a post study interview.
When asked how they felt about the usefulness and practicality of the study they said, “I think
showing them additional ways to interact positively with [Peer 1] was a good thing. The students
already loved him, but sometimes the best intentioned students and people tend to instinctively
baby students with disabilities, and I think teaching them ways to interact and include them is
very practical. This is a skill they can use later in life”. The teacher was also asked about
challenges noted in implementing the intervention. She said, “The intervention was a little more
distracting for the rest of the class than I had anticipated…overall it was a small window of time
in the morning, but it definitely impacted the classroom a little more than I had anticipated”.
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Table 3.1
Within Conditions Analysis Triad 1 Peer 1 initiations and responses

Condition

Baseline (A)

Intervention (B1)
Peer training

Condition sequence
Condition length

1
3

Level-Median
Level-Mean
Level-Range
Stability envelope
Level ChangeAbsolute change
Trend-Direction
Trend-Stability
Trend-Multiple paths
within trend

Maintenance

2
3

Intervention (B2)
Follow-up peer
training
3
4

0
0

15%
20.83%

47.5%
47.5%

65%
65.83%

0
0
stable
0-0
no change
zero-celerating
stable
no

12.5-35%
(11.25-18.75%)
variable
12.5-15%
improving
accelerating
variable
yes

45-50%
(35.38-59.38%)
stable
45-45%
no change
zero-celerating
stable
yes

55-75%
(42.19-70.31%)
variable
55-77.5%
improving
accelerating
stable
no

4
3

Note. Table 3.1 (cont.) This is an analysis of figure 3.1
Table 3.2
Condition Comparison Triad 1 Peer 1 initiations and responses

Condition comparison

Variables changed
Change in trend-direction
change

Intervention (B1)
Baseline (A)
(between different
conditions)
Added peer training
accelerating
zero-celerating

Change in trend-stability
variable/
change
stable
Change in level-absolute
12.5-0%
change
improving
Change in level-median
15-0%
change
improving
Change in level-mean
15-0%
change
improving
Data Overlap-PND
100%
Data Overlap-POD
0%
Note. This is an analysis of figure 3.1
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Intervention (B2)
Intervention (B1)
(between similar
conditions)
Peer training follow-up
zero-celerating
accelerating

Maintenance
Intervention (B2)
(between different
conditions)
time
accelerating/
zero-celerating

stable/
variable
45-15%
Improving
47.5-15%
Improving
47.5-15%
Improving
100%
0%

stable/
stable
55-45%
improving
56.25-47.25%
improving
65-47.5%
improving
100%
0%

Table 3.3
Within Conditions Analysis Triad 2 Peer 1 initiations and responses

Condition

Condition
sequence
Condition length
Level-Median
Level-Mean
Level-Range
Stability envelope

Baseline (A)

Intervention (B1)
Peer training

Maintenance

2

Intervention (B2)
Follow-up peer
training
3

1
3
20%
20%
12.5-27.5%
(15-25%)
variable

5
45%
43.5%
30-55%
(33.75-56.25%)
stable

3
55%
55.83%
50-62.5%
(41.25-68.75%)
stable

2
68.75%
68.75%
65-72.5%
(51.56-85.94%)
stable

50-55%
improving
accelerating
stable
yes

72.5-65
deteriorating
decelerating
stable
no

Level Change12.5-20%
37.5-45%
Absolute change
improving
improving
Trend-Direction
accelerating
accelerating
Trend-Stability
variable
variable
Trend-Multiple
yes
yes
paths within trend
Note. Table 3.3 (cont.) This is an analysis of figure 3.1

4

Table 3.4
Condition Comparison Triad 2 Peer 1 initiations and responses

Condition comparison

Intervention (B1)
Baseline (A)
(between different
conditions)
Variables changed
Introduced peer
training
Change in trend-direction
accelerating/
change
accelerating
no change
Change in trend-stability
stable
change
variable
Change in level-absolute
37.5-20%
change
improving
Change in level-median
45-20%
change
improving
Change in level-mean
45-20%
change
improving
Data Overlap-PND
100%
Data Overlap-POD
0%
Note. This is an analysis of figure 3.1
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Intervention (B2)
Intervention (B1)
(between similar
conditions)
Peer training follow up
conducted
accelerating/
accelerating
no change
stable/
stable
50-45%
Improving
55-45%
Improving
55-45%
Improving
33%
66%

Maintenance
Intervention (B2)
(between different
conditions)
time
decelerating/
accelerating
negative change
stable/
stable
72.5-55%
improving
68.75-55%
improving
68.75-55%
improving
100%
0%

Table 3.5
Within Conditions Analysis Triad 3 Peer 1 initiations and responses

Condition

Baseline (A)

Intervention (B1)
Peer training

Condition sequence
Condition length
Level-Median
Level-Mean
Level-Range
Stability envelope

1
3
0%
.42%
0-1.25%
(0)
variable
0-1.25%
improving
accelerating
stable
no

2
3
17.5%
16.7%
15-17.5%
(13.13-21.88%)
stable
15-17.5%
improving
accelerating
stable
no

Level ChangeAbsolute change
Trend-Direction
Trend-Stability
Trend-Multiple paths
within trend
Note. Table 3.5 (cont.) This is an analysis of figure 3.1

Intervention (B2)
Follow-up peer
training
3
4
15%
13.43%
3.75-20%
(11.25-18.75%)
stable
20-15%
deteriorating
decelerating
variable
yes

Maintenanc
e
4
0

Table 3.6
Condition Comparison Triad 3 Peer 1 initiations and responses (analysis of figure 3.1)

Condition comparison

Variables changed
Change in trend-direction
change

Intervention (B1)
Baseline (A)
(between different
conditions)
Introduced peer training
accelerating/ accelerating
no change

Change in trend-stability
change
Change in level-absolute
change
Change in level-median
change
Change in level-mean change
Data Overlap-PND
Data Overlap-POD
Note. This is an analysis of figure 3.1

stable/
stable
15-1.25%
improving
17.5-0%
improving
17.5-0%
improving
100%
0%
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Intervention (B2)
Intervention (B1)
(between similar
conditions)
Peer training follow up conducted
decelerating/
accelerating
negative change
variable/
stable
20-17.5%
improving
15-17.5%
deteriorating
15-17.5%
deteriorating
25%
75%

Table 3.7
Within Conditions Analysis Triad 4 Peer 1 initiations and responses

Condition

Baseline (A)

Intervention (B1)
Peer training

Condition sequence
Condition length
Level-Median
Level-Mean
Level-Range
Stability envelope

1
3
10%
10%
7.5-12.5%
(7.5-12.5%)
stable
7.5-10%
improving
accelerating
stable
no

2
5
15%
13%
2.5%-18.75%
(11.25-18.75%)
stable
15-15%
no change
accelerating
variable
yes

Level ChangeAbsolute change
Trend-Direction
Trend-Stability
Trend-Multiple paths
within trend
Note. Table 3.7 This is an analysis of figure 3.1

Intervention (B2)
Follow-up peer
training
3
2
20.62%
20.62%
20-21.25%
(15.48-25.79%)
stable
21.25-20
deteriorating
decelerating
stable
no

Maintenanc
e
4
0

Table 3.8
Condition Comparison Triad 4 Peer 1 initiations and responses

Condition comparison

Intervention (B1)
Baseline (A)
(between different
conditions)
Variables changed
Introduced peer training
Change in trend-direction
accelerating/
change
accelerating
no change
Change in trend-stability
variable/
change
stable
Change in level-absolute
15-10%
change
improving
Change in level-median
15-10%
change
improving
Change in level-mean change
15-10%
improving
Data Overlap-PND
80%
Data Overlap-POD
20%
Note. This is an analysis of figure 3.1
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Intervention (B2)
Intervention (B1)
(between similar
conditions)
Peer training follow up conducted
decelerating/
accelerating
negative change
stable/
variable
21.25-15%
improving
20.63-15%
improving
20.63-15%
improving
100%
0%

Table 3.9
Within Conditions Analysis Triad 1 Peers 2&3 initiations and responses

Condition

Baseline (A)

Intervention (B1)
Peer training

1
3

Condition
sequence
Condition length

Maintenance

2

Intervention (B2)
Follow-up peer
training
3

3

4

3

35%
37.5%
33.75-46.25%
(26.25-43.75%)
stable
46.25-33.75%
deteriorating
decelerating
variable
No

56.25%
55.83%
45-66.25%
(42.19-70.31)
stable
56.25-66.25%
improving
accelerating
variable
yes

Level-Median
0%
10%
Level-Mean
.83%
11.6%
Level-Range
0-2.5%
7.5%-17.5%
Stability
0
(7.5-12.5%)
envelope
stable
variable
Level Change0
10-7.5
Absolute change
no change
deteriorating
Trend-Direction
zero-celerating
decelerating
Trend-Stability
stable
variable
Trend-Multiple
no
yes
paths within
trend
Note. Table 3.9 (cont.) This is an analysis of figure 3.3

4

Table 3.10
Condition Comparison Triad 1 Peers 2&3 initiations and responses

Condition comparison

Variables changed

Intervention (B1)
Baseline (A)
(between different
conditions)
Introduced peer training

Change in trend-direction
change
Change in trend-stability
change
Change in level-absolute
change
Change in level-median
change
Change in level-mean change
Data Overlap-PND
Data Overlap-POD
Note. This is an analysis of figure 3.3

zero-celerating/
decelerating
variable/
stable
10-0%
improving
10-0%
improving
10-0%
improving
100%
0%
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Intervention (B2)
Intervention (B1)
(between similar
conditions)
Peer training follow
up conducted
decelerating/
decelerating
stable/
variable
46.25-7.5%
improving
35-10%
improving
35-10%
improving
100%
0%

Maintenance
Intervention (B2)
(between different
conditions)
time
accelerating/
decelerating
stable/
stable
56.25-33.75
improving
56.25-35%
improving
56.25-35%
improving
66%
33%

Table 3.11
Within Conditions Analysis Triad 2 Peers 2&3 initiations and responses

Condition

Baseline (A)

Intervention (B1)
Peer training

Maintenance

2

Intervention (B2)
Follow-up peer
training
3

Condition
sequence
Condition length

1
3

5

3

2

Level-Median
Level-Mean
Level-Range
Stability
envelope
Level ChangeAbsolute change

16.25%
16.67%
11.25-16.25%
(12.19-20.31%)
variable
11.25-16.25%
improving

40%
36.75%
18.75-50%
(30-50%)
variable
18.75-47.5%
improving

42.5%
39.16%
26.25-48.75%
(31.87-53.13)
variable
42.75-26.25%
deteriorating

59.37%
59.37%
40-78.75%
44.54-74.22%)
variable
40-78.75%
improving

accelerating
variable
yes

decelerating
variable
Yes

accelerating
stable
no

Trend-Direction
accelerating
Trend-Stability
variable
Trend-Multiple
yes
paths within
trend
Note. This is an analysis of figure 3.3
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Table 3.12
Condition Comparison Triad 2 Peers 2&3 initiations and responses

Condition comparison

Variables changed
Change in trend-direction
change
Change in trend-stability
change
Change in level-absolute
change
Change in level-median
change
Change in level-mean
change
Data Overlap-PND

Intervention (B1)
Baseline (A)
(between different
conditions)

Intervention (B2)
Intervention (B1)
(between similar
conditions)

Maintenance
Intervention (B2)
(between different
conditions)

Introduced peer
training
accelerating/
accelerating
variable/
variable
18.75-16.25%
improving
40-16.25
improving
40-16.25
improving
75%

Peer training follow
up conducted
decelerating/
accelerating
variable/
variable
48.75-47.5%
deteriorating
42.5-40%
improving
42.5-40%
improving
0%

time
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accelerating/
decelerating
stable/
variable
40-26.25%
improving
59.37-42.5%
improving
59.37-42.5%
improving
50%

Data Overlap-POD

25%

100%

50%

Note. Table 3.12 (cont.) This is an analysis of figure 3.3
Table 3.13
Within Conditions Analysis Triad 3 Peers 2&3 initiations and responses

Condition

Condition sequence
Condition length
Level-Median
Level-Mean
Level-Range
Stability envelope

Baseline (A)

1
3
2.5%
2.5%
1.25-3.75%
(1.88-3.12%)
variable
3.75-1.25%
deteriorating
decelerating
variable
no

Level ChangeAbsolute change
Trend-Direction
Trend-Stability
Trend-Multiple paths
within trend
Note. This is an analysis of figure 3.3

Intervention (B1)
Peer training
2
3
33.75%
32.5%
25-38.75%
(25.31-42.19%)
stable
33.75-38.75
improving
accelerating
variable
yes

Intervention (B2)
Follow-up peer
training
3
4
25%
26.87%
18.75-38.75%
(18.75-31.25%)
variable
38.75-27.5%
deteriorating
decelerating
variable
yes

Maintenance

Table 3.14
Condition Comparison Triad 3 Peers 2&3 initiations and responses

Condition comparison

Intervention (B1)
Baseline (A)
(between different
conditions)
Variables changed
Introduced peer training
Change in trendaccelerating/
direction change
decelerating
Change in trendvariable/
stability change
variable
Change in level33.75-1.25%
absolute change
improving
Change in level-median
33.75-2.5%
change
improving
Change in level-mean
33.75-2.5%
change
improving
Data Overlap-PND
100%
Data Overlap-POD
0%
Note. Table 3.14 (cont.) This is an analysis of figure 3.3
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Intervention (B2)
Intervention (B1)
(between similar
conditions)
Peer training follow up conducted
decelerating/
accelerating
variable/
variable
38.75-38.75%
no change
25-33.75%
deteriorating
25-33.75%
deteriorating
0%
100%

4
0

Table 3.15
Within Conditions Analysis Triad 4 Peers 2&3 initiations and responses

Condition

Probe/Baseline
(A)

Intervention (B1)
Peer training

Intervention (B2)
Follow-up peer
training

Maintenance

Condition sequence
Condition length
Level-Median
Level-Mean
Level-Range
Stability envelope

1
3
11.25%
10.83%
10-11.25%
(8.44-14.06%)
stable
11.25-10%
deteriorating
decelerating
stable
no

2
5
28.75%
28.5%
6.25-45%
(21.56-35.94%)
variable
20-42.5%
improving
accelerating
variable
yes

3
2
41.25%
41.25%
37.5-45%
(30.94-51.56%)
stable
37.5-45%
improving
accelerating
stable
no

4
0

Level ChangeAbsolute change
Trend-Direction
Trend-Stability
Trend-Multiple paths
within trend
Note. This is an analysis of figure 3.3
Table 3.16

Condition Comparison Triad 4 Peers 2&3 initiations and responses

Condition comparison

Intervention (B1)
Baseline (A)
(between different
conditions)
Variables changed
Introduced peer training
Change in trend-direction
accelerating/
change
decelerating
Change in trend-stability
variable/
change
stable
Change in level-absolute
20-10%
change
improving
Change in level-median
28.75-11.25%
change
improving
Change in level-mean
28.75-11.25%
change
improving
Data Overlap-PND
80%
Data Overlap-POD
20%
Note. Table 3.16 (cont.) This is an analysis of figure 3.3
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Intervention (B2)
Intervention (B1)
(between similar
conditions)
Peer training follow up conducted
accelerating/
accelerating
stable/
variable
37.5-42.5%
deteriorating
41.25-28.75%
improving
41.25-28.75%
improving
0%
100%

Table 3.17
SGD use and other communication mode comparison, Peer 1

Triad 1, Peer 1

Triad 2, Peer 1

Triad 3, Peer 1

Triad 4, Peer 1

AAC

Other

AAC

Other

AAC

Other

AAC

Other

0%

0%

0%

48.3%

0%

1.6%

8.3%

13.3%

Intervention
B1

8.3%

36.6%

12.5%

70%

11.6%

25%

20%

17%

Intervention
B2

1.25%

93.75%

25%

73.7%

3.75%

25%

5%

62.5%

Maintenance

3.3%

93%

25%

82.5%

Communication mode

Percent of intervals observed using
Sour other communication mode
(mean for phase)

Baseline

Table 3.18
Fidelity of implementation of strategies learned during peer training

Triad

Triad 1

Triad 2

Triad 3

Triad 4

Initial Peer Training
Mean

Brad

Trial 1
82%

Trial 2
100%

Trial 3
100%

Trial 4
---

Jessie

82%

100%

100%

---

Donny

82%

91%

100%

100%

Elizabeth

73%

82%

100%

100%

Callie

82%

91%

100%

100%

Amy

82%

91%

100%

100%

Sandy

91%

100%

100%

---

April

91%

100%

100%

---
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Table 3.19
Strategy use by triad, correct use of strategy

Strategy

1. Get and ensure their
attention by…(at least 1 of
the sub strategies was used)
Looking at their face and
waiting for them to look at
you
Tapping them lightly on their
shoulder, arm, or hand
Calling their name and
waiting for them to look at
you
Manipulating materials and
waiting for them to look at
either you or at the materials
Use the students SGD to
say…”Hi” or “look at this.”
2. Use strategies to see if you
can get a response by…(at
least 1 of the sub strategies
was used)
Withholding materials and
waiting for your partner to
respond
Doing something unusual and
waiting for your partner to
respond
Holding materials up to your
partner and waiting for them
to respond
Asking a question and
waiting for your partner to
respond
3. Respond to your
partner…(at least 1 of the sub
strategies was used)
If you do not get a response
prompt by providing a verbal
model and a model on the
SGD and waiting for your
partner to respond

Intervention (B1)
After initial peer training
Mean (raw number)
Triad 2
Triad 3
Triad 4
n=24
n=18
n=18
54%
78%
83%

Triad 1
n=18
6%

Total
n=84
51%

0%

0%

11%

28%

8%

6%

8%

17%

28%

13%

0%

8%

11%

6%

6%

0%

38%

67%

50%

37%

0%

8%

11%

11%

7%

28%

67%

56%

22%

42%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

6%

17%

28%

22%

17%

28%

58%

44%

28%

38%

6%

50%

17%

17%

23%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
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If you get a response back
acknowledge and expand and
wait for your partner to
respond
Note. Table 3.19 (cont.)

6%

50%

11%

17%

21%

Table 3.20
Strategy use by triad, correct use of strategy continued

Strategy

1. Get and ensure
their attention
by…(at least 1 of
the sub strategies
was used)
Looking at their face
and waiting for them
to look at you
Tapping them
lightly on their
shoulder, arm, or
hand
Calling their name
and waiting for them
to look at you
Manipulating
materials and
waiting for them to
look at either you or
at the materials
Use the students
SGD to say…”Hi”
or “look at this.”
2. Use strategies to
see if you can get a
response by…(at
least 1 of the sub
strategies was used)
Withholding
materials and
waiting for your
partner to respond

Tria
d1
n=2
4
33%

Intervention (B2)
After follow-up peer training
Mean (raw number)
Triad 2 Triad 3 Triad 4
Total
n=24
n=24
n=12
n=84

Maintenance

Triad 1
n=18

Triad 2
n=12

Total
n=30

58%

83%

92%

63%

33%

75%

50%

0%

0%

0%

25%

3.6%

0%

8%

3%

0%

8%

17%

25%

11%

0%

17%

10%

0%

21%

5%8

67%

32%

0%

0%

0%

33%

38%

58%

42%

43%

33%

50%

40%

0%

8%

17%

0%

7%

0%

8%

3%

83%

50%

79%

50%

68%

83%

58%

73%

25%

0%

8%

0%

2%

0%

0%

0%
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Doing something
unusual and waiting
for your partner to
respond
Holding materials
up to your partner
and waiting for them
to respond
Asking a question
and waiting for your
partner to respond
3. Respond to your
partner…(at least 1
of the sub strategies
was used)
If you do not get a
response prompt by
providing a verbal
model and a model
on the SGD and
waiting for your
partner to respond
If you get a response
back acknowledge
and expand and wait
for your partner to
respond
Note. Table 3.20 (cont.)

0%

8%

25%

0%

14%

0%

0%

0%

0%

21%

42%

6%

18%

0%

17%

10%

58%

38%

58%

42%

54%

83%

28%

67%

33%

29%

42%

50%

39%

39%

17%

33%

0%

0%

17%

0%

5%

0%

0%

0%

33%

29%

25%

50%

35%

39%

17%

33%

Table 3.21
IOA occurrence and non-occurrence agreement Peer 1 and Peers 2&3

Triad

1

Peer 1 interactions (Initiations and
Responses)
All phases
Mean (range)
IOA training IOA training
1
2
90%
N/A
(80-95%)

Total

Peers 2&3 interactions (Initiations and
Responses)
All phases

93%
(80-100%)

IOA
training 1
93.75%
(85-97.5%)

Mean (range)
IOA training
2
N/A

Total
95%
(85-100%)

2

85%
(70-100%)

95%
(95-95%)

89.16%
(70-100%)

76.87%
(70-82.5%)

90%
(87.5-92.5%)

81.25
(70-92.5%)

3

N/A
N/A

86.25%
(75-95%)
80%

N/A

4

86.25%
(75-95%)
80%

88.12%
(70-97.5%)
82.5%

88.12%
70-97.5%
82.5%

71

N/A

Total

87.5%
(70-100%)

(70-90%)
88.63%
(70-95%)

(70-90%)
88.05%
(70-100%)

Note. Table 3.21 (cont.)
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85.31%
(70-97.5%

(77.5-92.5%)
88.5%
(70-100%)

(77.5-92.5%)
86.80% (70100%)

Percent of Intervals

Communication Acts-Peer 1
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Observation Sessions
Figure 3.1. Peer 1 Communication Acts-percent of intervals of communication acts per
observation session (out of 20 intervals per 10-minute observation session)
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Communication Acts-Peer 1 Initiations and Responses Comparison
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Observation Sessions
Figure 3.2. Peer 1 Communication Acts-Percent of intervals of initiations (open square) per
observation session and responses (open circle) comparison
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Communication Acts-Peers 2&3
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Figure 3.3. Peers 2 and 3 Communication Acts-percent of intervals of communication
acts per observation session (out of 20 intervals per 10-minute observation session)
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Communication Acts-Peer 1 and Peers 2&3 Comm. Acts Comparison
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Figure 3.4. Peers 2 and 3 Communication Acts and Peer 1 Communication Acts-Percent of
intervals of communication acts by Peers 2 and 3 (open square) per observation session and percent
of intervals of communication acts by Peer 1 (open circle) comparison.
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Communication Acts-Peer 1 SGD use and Other Comm. Mode Comparison
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Figure 3.5. Peer 1 Communication Acts-Percent of intervals of SGD use (open square) per observation
session and other communication mode use (open circle) comparison
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Triad 1
(n=18)

Triad 2
(n=24)

Triad 3
(n=18)

Intervention (B1)

Triad 4
(n=18)

Triad 1
(n=24)

Triad 2
(n=24)

Triad 3
(n=24)

Triad 4
(n=12)

Intervention (B2)

Triad 1
(n=18)

Triad 2
(n=12)

Maintenance

1. Get and ensure their attention by…(at least 1 of the sub strategies was used)
2. Use strategies to see if you can get a response by…(at least 1 of the sub strategies was used)
3. Respond to your partner…(at leaset 1 of the sub strategies was used)
Figure 3.6. Strategy Use by Peers 2&3 (percentage of times strategy used during six sample intervals per trial by triad)
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20
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0
B1-Strategy use, average across all sample B2-Strategy use, average across all sample M-Strategy use, average across all sample
intervals (n=84)
intervals (n=84)
intervals (n=30)
1. Get and ensure their attention by…(at least 1 of the sub strategies was used)
2. Use strategies to see if you can get a response by…(at least 1 of the sub strategies was used)
3. Respond to your partner…(at leaset 1 of the sub strategies was used)
Figure 3.7. Strategy Use by Peers 2&3 (percent of intervals of times strategy used during six sample intervals per trial by triad) Main
Strategy Use Percentage-Representative Sample across all groups

Chapter Four: Discussion
There is a continuing need to identify effective, efficient strategies to assist students with
complex communication needs in achieving goals in academic and functional areas. Peermediated instruction interventions garner positive results for students (across settings, disabilities,
and ages), though there continues to be a need to enlarge the scope of studies to include more
students with complex communication needs. This study focused on the communication skills of
initiating and responding to peers by students with complex communication needs during small
group activities with general education peers in an inclusive general education classroom.
Similarly, the social communication skills (initiating and responding) of students without
disabilities directed toward students with complex communication needs were also studied
following the implementation of the peer trainings. Observational studies have noted that a major
problem seen in the schools (Chung et.al., 2008) is that (a) few kids with AAC in the regular class
for even a small part of the academic day and (b) the device is not available or charged and ready.
This study extended the literature by (a) involving collaborators (special education
teachers, speech/language pathologists, general education teachers) in the planning of the training
of peers without disabilities, (b) using video examples with a model-lead-test procedure with
general education peers to train them in enhanced milieu teaching strategies they can implement
in the general education classroom when working with a peer with complex communication
needs, (c) utilizing a peer training procedure that included a follow-up training for all peer
partners, (d) taking video of the triad groups working together in the general education classroom
during small group instruction, thus eliminating the effect of the researcher on the triad groups
interactions, and (e) training the peers using the AAC device of the student with a disability with
no changes being made to the icons or messages unless changes were already set to occur on a
regular basis by the speech pathologists or special education teachers.
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Communication-Peer 1
The results show a functional relationship between the implementation of the
collaboratively developed peer mediation intervention on the communication skills of students
with complex communication needs. Looking at the results in the communication modes used,
this study supports the use of multimodal communication for students with CCN. All Peer 1
participants used a variety of communication, from oral speech, SGD use, sign, word
approximations, gestures, etc. This multimodal communication (multimodality) is important in
functional communication among peers and data from this study indicate this increased with the
intervention.
Multimodality is defined by Loncke, Campbell, England, and Haley (2006) as “the use of
two or more forms of communication from the two main modalities (i.e, auditory and visual)” (p.
169). Use of AAC is important for students with complex communication needs but we all use
multimodal communication and it is often faster and more natural than AAC alone. In most
communicative acts, individuals use a combination of communication forms, spread over the two
modalities of auditory and visual. The visual modality uses communication forms such as
gestures, eye-gaze, and supplementary forms such as facial expressions. The information that is
carried by both modalities fluctuates and changes based on factors such as topic and mastery of
the form of communication (Loncke, Campbell, England, & Haley, 2006).
SGD Use Peer 1. This study also revealed an increase in the use of SGD’s by some of
the Peer 1 participants. Though this varied across groups, the impact on Peer 1’s use of his SGD
compared to other modes of communication was positive. Particularly for Triad 2, Henry was
observed to use his SGD more during the 4th observation after the follow-up training than he used
other modes of communication. This is of particular note as Henry’s use of his SGD was at an
average of 0% during baseline and the first 2 trials following the initial peer training despite
having it in proximity the entire observation. Additionally, Kenny was observed to use his SGD
more during three of the five observations following the initial peer training than in baseline.
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Results for SGD use in this study were similar to results found in Chung and Carter (2012), in
that the participants in that study did not use their SGD’s to interact with peers in baseline, but
evidenced improved changes in level and trend for SGD use following the implementation of the
peer mediated intervention (Chung & Carter, 2012).
Communication Acts (Maintenance), Peer 1. The researcher also asked about the effect
of a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention on the maintenance of communication
skills (initiating and responding) by a student with complex communication needs. The researcher
was able to conduct maintenance observations with Triad 1 and Triad 2. For both triads, there was
an increase in the percent of intervals of communication acts, including an accelerating trend and
improving change in level directed towards Peers 2 and 3 observed for each of the two Peer 1
participants. It is important to note that in Triad 2, Peers 2 and 3 dropped in their usage of
supports after the second training which may have been due to Henry’s marked increase in his
initiations. Henry’s initiations are flat (M=0%) when data on first graph look like they are
accelerating. His initiations continued to increase and in maintenance the initiations are higher.
Communication and Strategy Use, Peers 2 and 3
Visual analysis of the data show an increase in the percent of intervals of initiations and
responses directed towards Peer 1 by Peers 2 and 3 from baseline to intervention in each of the
four triads. Anecdotally, it should be noted that the other kids in the classroom were very
interested in the process. This interest may lead other peers in the class to pick up the strategies as
well or at least initiate more to students with disabilities in their classroom. Additionally, Peers 2
and 3 were more respectful and attentive to peer 1 as the program progressed.
Strategy use. Not only were Peers 2 and 3 able to demonstrate fidelity in implementing
the strategies during training, the average across all sample trials and triad groups demonstrated
that the peers were able to implement the strategies with fidelity during the 10-minute
observation/group activities. The strategies of (a) manipulating materials and waiting for them to
look at either you or at the materials, (b) asking a question and waiting for your partner to
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respond, and (c) responding to your partner and if you get a response back, acknowledging and
expanding and waiting for your partner to respond were noted to be used the most frequently
across the representative sample across all phases (Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7, 3.19).
The strategies of (a) withholding materials and waiting for your partner to respond, (b)
doing something unusual and waiting for your partner to respond, and (c) responding to your
partner and if you do not get a response, prompting by providing a verbal model and a model on
the SGD and waiting for your partner to respond were noted to be used the least across the
representative sample across all phases. In looking at the use of strategies by Peers 2 and 3, future
research may focus on a more streamlined approach with fewer strategies. The frequency of use
data in this study can be used to decide what is important to teach Peers 2 and 3.
It is important in this study that the peers were able to implement the strategies they were
taught without the intervention or prompting of teachers or paraprofessionals. In the observational
study by Chung et.al. (2008), the presence of the paraprofessional was often a barrier to
communication among peers with AAC. This problem can be addressed through the use of this
peer-mediated intervention. Peer training may not just be a proven evidence based practice but
perhaps a necessary one for socialization, inclusion, cost effectiveness, freeing up teachers and
paraprofessionals, etc. This process is very feasible for use in a busy classroom.
This study showed that a collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention
implemented by general education peers with peers with complex communication needs in
inclusive small group activities was effective in (a) increasing the communication acts of peers
with complex communication needs in small group activities towards peers in the general
education classroom, (b) increasing the communication acts of general education peers towards
peers with complex communication needs in small group activities in the general education
classroom, (c) maintenance of communication skills by peers with complex communication needs
towards general education peers over time, and (d) teaching peer mediated intervention strategies
to peers that they were able to implement with fidelity both during training sessions and during
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intervention and maintenance sessions. However, there were some limitations to the
implementation of this study.
Limitations
First, the recruitment of participants to the study yielded a very small percent of intervals
of students as many AAC users were in segregated classrooms when looking for participants.
Another limitation was that the initial trainings with peers 2 and 3 took longer than expected (1
hour and 15 minutes). The researcher had originally allotted 45 minutes but viewing the video
models, practicing the strategies, and having time for the students to demonstrate fidelity in
implementing the strategies during the training took an average of 1 hour and 15 minutes. The
students participated in the trainings during their lunch (eating lunch with the researcher), but the
training did overlap with either recess or an academic activity. However, this was only true for
the initial training and was only one time in the semester.
Another limitation was that the researcher, since the teachers were starting and stopping
the videos, had little control over the camera angle and the activity going on in the classroom some of the observations occurred when there was a lot of activity and noise going on in the room
so coding data and seeing what was occurring was challenging. This was especially a challenge
for the IOA data collector viewing the videos (particularly for triad 2). Additionally, retrieving
the flash drives daily and making sure the equipment was working and charged daily was a
challenge when collecting probe data, intervention, and maintenance data across four different
classrooms and three different schools.
Recommendations for Practice
Practicality and Feasibility. This study was both practical and feasible. The researcher
had allocated 30 to 45 minutes for the initial training of Peers 2 and 3. However, due to the high
level of student participation, the trainings took almost twice as long as planned. The follow-up
training took an expected 30 minutes to complete for each triad. The initial trainings, though they
took longer than expected, were only conducted one time during the entire study.
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The trainings were very feasible to implement by teachers, special education teachers,
and speech/language pathologists as the collaborators described in the interviews following the
study and the training are also feasible to implement by other related service personnel or
paraprofessional. The follow-up training was noted to be vital to the successful implementation of
the strategies, but this was also practical as it only took about 30 minutes per triad group.
When the special education teachers and speech/language pathologists were asked if they
felt the study and training procedures were appropriate, useful, and practical, each one answered
in the affirmative. The general education teachers’ views of the study and their participation in
the collaborative meetings were mostly positive. One of the general education teachers who
participated in the follow-up interview expressed that she felt the trainings and the study in
general was practical to teach the students [Peers 2 and 3] to interact and include the peers with
disabilities, though she did express concern about the study being more distracting than originally
thought. This concern is one that could be addressed in future research by providing more training
for the teachers on what they may expect from Peer 1 following the implementation of the peer
training (e.g., Peer 1 students may be louder, more vocal). This peer mediated intervention was
new and if this is intervention is practiced and became the norm, then all the collaborators
(special education teachers, general education teachers, paraprofessionals, and others) will
become aware of these potential challenges and how to approach them.
Impact on Participants. Each of the special education teachers involved in the study
described the positive impact they had noticed in the Peer 1 participants, such as the students
showing more interest in interacting with their peers and using their communication systems with
more urgency and purpose. Each of the four Peer 1 participants responded positively when asked
whether they enjoyed working with their friends. Similarly, all the peer 2 and 3 participants
indicated that they felt being involved in the study was a great experience, with only a few minor
challenges to implementation of the strategies in the general education classroom. Additionally,
the peers noted that they sought out Peer 1 during recess, breakfast, lunch, and other times at
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school. One group expressed that they felt good about standing up for their friend (Peer 1) when
other students said things that were unkind.
Future Research Directions
The results of this study have implications for future research. First, there is a need for
more training of the general education teachers at the beginning of the study on what they might
expect from Peer 1. A concern that was noted by two of the general education teachers was that
they felt the Peer 1 student was louder and distracting to the other students. If teachers are trained
in what they might expect, this may lessen their concerns. Second, this study showed how the
training of two peers for each of the 4 Peer 1 participants positively impacted the social
communication of both the peer with complex communication needs, but also the general
education peers’ social communication towards Peer 1. A recommendation would be to
experiment with different group dynamics and makeups (e.g., train other peers in the classroom
so Peer 1 has more students in the classroom trained in the strategies). Third, continue the
practice of implementing peer mediated interventions for students with CCN at the elementary
level, so that both the general education peers and the special education peers are accustomed to
communicating from a young age. Fourth, involve parents, paraprofessionals and other
collaborators in the planning process and trainings. Fifth, students in this study loved seeing
themselves on video during the follow up trainings. In future studies, researchers could find a
way to include video of Peers 2 and 3 with Peer 1 during baseline (e.g. after the initial training
they could be shown a clip of themselves and asked, “now that you have learned these strategies,
what do you think you could have done here”?).
In conclusion, teachers, researchers, and professionals can draw upon the results of this
study to create inclusive settings for all students to positively impact their social communication
skills. Peer-mediated interventions may not be just an evidence based practice but a necessary
practice for increasing communication for students with CCN.
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Appendix A
Training Script Peers 2&3
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Training Script- Peers 2 and 3-all triads
with script to be conducted by Allie Rhodes
Triad # ______________ Peer 1 name (pseudonym): _________________ School: ___________________ Date/time: _________________
Training location in the school: __________________________________
General education teacher name and contact information: ______________________________________________
Peer 2 name (pseudonym): _______________________
Peer 3 name (pseudonym): _______________________
Rhodes Dissertation 2015/2016
Steps Prior to the Training
1.
2.
3.
88

4.
5.
6.
7.

Meet with the general education teacher during the collaboration meeting in pre-intervention and obtain the
names of 2 general education students that meet the criteria described for inclusion in the study.
Arrange a time to speak with the 2 students and ask if they would like to be a part of the study
Give the IRB permission form to X (Peer 2) and them ask them to take it home and show it to their parents
or guardian, have their parent or guardian sign the form and return it to me by X date.
Give the IRB permission form to X (Peer 3) and them ask them to take it home and show it to their parents
or guardian, have their parent or guardian sign the form and return it to me by X date.
Collect the permission forms from Peer 2 and 3 by X date put permission forms in a secure location.
Arrange with the general education teacher and Peers 2 and 3 a date, time, and location for the training.
Give Peers 2 and 3 reminder slips of the date, time, and location of the training.
Training Steps

1. Peers 2 and 3 come to the pre-arranged training area (e.g., school conference room)
2. Say to peers 2 and 3, “Good afternoon, I appreciate you wanting to be a part of this training. I am Allie
Rhodes and I am a doctoral candidate in the department of early childhood, special education, and
rehabilitation counseling at the University of Kentucky. I would like to learn about how students
communicate and socialize with each other. I also want to teach you some ways you can communicate with
other students in your class. One of the students in your X class, John, uses a device to help him/her talk. I
am going to teach you about the device and ways that you can talk with John in class.” (Project background)

Completed?
+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+
+
+
Observed?
(IOA)
+
-

+

-

Notes

Notes

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Say, “It is very important that what you learn about today, about JS and his device, remain confidential. This
means, you can’t talk about what you learned about JS here today with your other friends.” (Address
confidentiality)
Say, “We are going to watch videos on 3 strategies you can use with your partner JS in class. For each
strategy, there are examples (techniques) you will learn”.
Say, “Strategy 1 is to get and ensure your partner’s attention”.
The researcher will tap the video for strategy 1 on the iPad app iMovie and say, “watch the video to see
examples (techniques) for getting and ensuring your partners attention.”
After showing them the whole video for strategy 1, show the video clips for the first technique by saying,
“watch, one technique is to look at your partner's face and wait for them to look at you”.
Show the video for the second technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to tap them lightly on the
shoulder, arm, or hand”.
Show the video for the third technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to call their name and wait
for them to look at you”.
Show the video for the fourth technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to manipulate the materials
and wait for them to look at either you or at the materials”.
Show the video for the fifth technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to use the students SGD to
say, “hi JS” or “look at this JS”.
Say, “Strategy 2 is see if you can get a response from your partner”.
The researcher will tap the video for strategy 2 on the iPad app iMovie and say, “watch the video to see
examples (techniques) for getting a response from your partner”.
After showing them the whole video for strategy 1, show the video clips for the first technique by saying,
“watch, one technique is to withhold materials from your partner and wait for them to respond”.
Show the video for the second technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to do something unusual
and wait for them to respond”.
Show the video for the third technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to hold materials in front of
your partner and wait for them to respond”.
Show the video for the fourth technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to manipulate the materials
and wait for them to look at either you or at the materials”.
Show the video for the fifth technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to ask questions and wait for
them to respond”.
Say, “Strategy 3 is respond to your partner”.
The researcher will tap the video for strategy 3 on the iPad app iMovie and say, “watch the video to see
examples (techniques) for responding to your partner”.

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-
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21. After showing them the whole video for strategy 1, show the video clips for the first technique by saying,
“watch, one technique is to if you do not get a response prompt by providing a verbal model and model
on the SGD and wait”.
22. After showing them the whole video for strategy 1, show the video clips for the first technique by saying,
“watch, another technique is to if you get a response acknowledge your partner, expand, and wait”.
23. Give students a worksheet with the strategies listed with a picture for each strategy and technique.
24. Say, “Now we are going to practice the strategies with each other.”
Practice Strategy 1 – Peer 2
25. Present strategy 1 (the strategies will be written out on paper in strips with 1corresponding technique per
strategy) face down to peer 2, say “these are the techniques for strategy 1 that we just learned about, please
pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
26. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the strategy and technique using peer 3 and the SGD.”
27. Researcher models the strategy with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
28. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
29. Say, “Peer 2, get and ensure your partner’s attention by looking at your partner’s face and waiting for
them to look at you”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
30. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
31. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
technique correctly independently.
32. Present the 4 remaining strategies face down to peer 2, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
33. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
34. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
35. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
36. Say, “Peer 2, get and ensure your partner’s attention by tapping them lightly on the should, arm, or hand”.
(Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
37. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
38. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
39. Present the 3 remaining strategies face down to peer 2, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
40. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
41. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
42. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
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43. Say, “Peer 2, get and ensure your partner’s attention by calling their name and waiting for them to look at
you.” (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
44. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
45. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
46. Present the 2 remaining strategies face down to peer 2, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
47. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
48. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
49. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
50. Say, “peer 2, get and ensure your partner’s attention by manipulating the materials and waiting for your
partner to either look at you or the materials.” (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
51. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
52. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
53. Present the 1 remaining strategy face down to peer 2, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
54. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
55. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
56. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
57. Say, “peer 2, get and ensure your partner’s attention by use the students SGD to say, “hi JS” or “look at
this JS.” (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
58. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
59. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
Practice Strategy 1 – Peer 3
60. Present strategy 1 (the strategies will be written out on paper in strips with 1corresponding technique per
strategy) face down to peer 3, say “these are the techniques for strategy 1 that we just learned about, please
pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
61. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the strategy and technique using peer 3 and the SGD.”
62. Researcher models the strategy with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
63. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
64. Say, “Peer 3, get and ensure your partner’s attention by looking at your partner’s face and waiting for
them to look at you”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
65. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
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66. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
technique correctly independently.
67. Present the 4 remaining strategies face down to peer 3, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
68. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 2 and the SGD.”
69. Researcher models the step with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
70. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
71. Say, “Peer 3, get and ensure your partner’s attention by tapping them lightly on the shoulder, arm, or
hand”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
72. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
73. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
74. Present the 3 remaining strategies face down to peer 3, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
75. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 2 and the SGD.”
76. Researcher models the step with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
77. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
78. Say, “Peer 3, get and ensure your partner’s attention by calling their name and waiting for them to look
at you.” (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
79. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
80. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
81. Present the 2 remaining strategies face down to peer 3, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
82. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 2 and the SGD.”
83. Researcher models the step with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
84. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
85. Say, “peer 3, get and ensure your partner’s attention by manipulating the materials and waiting for your
partner to either look at you or the materials.” (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as
needed)
86. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
87. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
88. Present the 1 remaining strategy face down to peer 3, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
89. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
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90. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
91. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
92. Say, “peer 2, get and ensure your partner’s attention by use the students SGD to say, “hi JS” or “look at
this JS.” (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
93. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
94. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
Practice Strategy 2 – Peer 2
95. Present strategy 2 (the strategies will be written out on paper in strips with 1corresponding technique per
strategy) face down to peer 2, say “these are the techniques for strategy 2 that we just learned about, please
pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
96. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the strategy and technique using peer 3 and the SGD.”
97. Researcher models the strategy with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
98. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
99. Say, “Peer 2, see if you can get a response from your partner by withholding materials from your partner
and wait for them to respond”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
100. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
101. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
technique correctly independently.
102. Present the 3 remaining strategies face down to peer 2, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
103. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
104. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
105. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
106. Say, “Peer 2, see if you can get a response from your partner by doing something unusual and waiting
for them to respond”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
107. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
108. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
109. Present the 2 remaining strategies face down to peer 2, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
110. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
111. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
112. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
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113. Say, “Peer 2, see if you can get a response from your partner by holding materials in front of your
partner and wait for them to respond.” (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
114. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
115. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
116. Present the 1 remaining strategy face down to peer 2, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
117. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
118. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
119. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
120. Say, “peer 2, see if you can get your partner’s attention by asking questions.” (Researcher will provide
verbal or visual guidance as needed)
121. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
122. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
Practice Strategy 2 – Peer 3
123. Present strategy 2 (the strategies will be written out on paper in strips with 1corresponding technique per
strategy) face down to peer 3, say “these are the techniques for strategy 2 that we just learned about, please
pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
124. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the strategy and technique using peer 3 and the SGD.”
125. Researcher models the strategy with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
126. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
127. Say, “Peer 3, see if you can get a response from your partner by withholding materials from your partner
and wait for them to respond”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
128. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
129. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
technique correctly independently.
130. Present the 3 remaining strategies face down to peer 3, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
131. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 2 and the SGD.”
132. Researcher models the step with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
133. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
134. Say, “Peer 3, see if you can get a response from your partner by doing something unusual and waiting
for them to respond”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
135. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
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136. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
137. Present the 2 remaining strategies face down to peer 3, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
138. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
139. Researcher models the step with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
140. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
141. Say, “Peer 2, see if you can get a response from your partner by holding materials in front of your
partner and wait for them to respond.” (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
142. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
143. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
144. Present the 1 remaining strategy face down to peer 3, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
145. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 2 and the SGD.”
146. Researcher models the step with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
147. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
148. Say, “peer 3, see if you can get your partner’s attention by asking questions.” (Researcher will provide
verbal or visual guidance as needed)
149. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
150. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
Practice Strategy 3 – Peer 2
151. Present strategy 3 (the strategies will be written out on paper in strips with 1corresponding technique per
strategy) face down to peer 2, say “these are the techniques for strategy 3 that we just learned about, please
pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
152. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the strategy and technique using peer 3 and the SGD.”
153. Researcher models the strategy with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
154. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
155. Say, “Peer 2, respond to your partner and if you do not get a response prompt by providing a verbal
model and model on the SGD and wait”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
156. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
157. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
technique correctly independently.
158. Present the 1 remaining strategies face down to peer 2, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
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159. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 3 and the SGD.”
160. Researcher models the step with peer 3 while peer 2 observes.
161. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
162. Say, “Peer 2, respond to your partner and if you get a response acknowledge your partner, expand, and
wait”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
163. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
164. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
Practice Strategy 2 – Peer 3
165. Present strategy 3 (the strategies will be written out on paper in strips with 1corresponding technique per
strategy) face down to peer 3, say “these are the techniques for strategy 3 that we just learned about, please
pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
166. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the strategy and technique using peer 2 and the SGD.”
167. Researcher models the strategy with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
168. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
169. Say, “Peer 3, respond to your partner and if you do not get a response prompt by providing a verbal
model and model on the SGD and wait”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
170. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
171. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
technique correctly independently.
172. Present the 1 remaining strategies face down to peer 3, say “these are the strategies we just learned about,
please pick a strategy and read it aloud to us.”
173. Say, “Ok I am going to show you the step using peer 2 and the SGD.”
174. Researcher models the step with peer 2 while peer 3 observes.
175. Say, “Ok, now that you have seen me do it you are going to try it yourself with me giving you directions.”
176. Say, “Peer 3, respond to your partner and if you get a response acknowledge your partner, expand, and
wait”. (Researcher will provide verbal or visual guidance as needed)
177. Say, “Ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.”
178. The researcher will use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the
step correctly independently.
The following steps will be independent practice only
Peer 2, Practice 1
179. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
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180. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
181. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
182. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
183. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
184. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
185. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
186. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
187. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
188. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
189. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
Peer 3, Practice 1
190. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
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191. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
192. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
193. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
194. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
195. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
196. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
197. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
198. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
199. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
Peer 2, Practice 2
200. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
201. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
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202. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
203. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
204. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
205. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
206. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
207. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
208. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
209. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
210. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
Peer 3, Practice 2
211. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
212. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
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213. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
214. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
215. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
216. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
217. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
218. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
219. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
220. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
Peer 2, Practice 3
221. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
222. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
223. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
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224. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
225. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
226. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
227. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
228. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
229. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
230. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
231. Present a strategy to peer 2, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
Peer 3, Practice 3
232. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
233. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
234. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
independently.
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235. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
+
independently.
236. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
+
independently.
237. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
+
independently.
238. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
+
independently.
239. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
+
independently.
240. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
+
independently.
241. Present a strategy to peer 3, say, “ok, now I want you to try the strategy on your own.” The researcher will
use the implementation fidelity data sheet to indicate whether the student performed the step correctly
+
independently.
If both peers have shown that they can independently perform 100% of the strategies correctly over 2 consecutive trials, then the
training will end.
242. Say, “thank you so much for participating in this training.”
+
Total
+
____

____

+
____

____

Percentage

Note. Number (+) divided by the Number of (+) + Number (-), multiplied by 100.

Appendix B
Communication Observation Data Recording Form
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Communication Observation Data Recording Form (10-minute total, 20 intervals) Page 1
Time:

Triad #:

Interval #
(5m)
Peer 1

1
: 30 s
I
R
A O
N

2
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

3
: 30s
I R
A O
N

4
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

5
: 30 s
I R
A O
N

6
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

7
: 30 s
I R
A O
N

8
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

9
: 30 s
I R
A O
N

10
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1

11
: 30 s
I
R
A O
N

12
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

13
: 30s
I R
A O
N

14
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

15
: 30 s
I R
A O
N

16
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

17
: 30 s
I R
A O
N

18
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

19
: 30 s
I R
A O
N

20
: 30 s
I
R
A
O
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
N

I-1 R-1
I-1 R-1
N
N
Total observed

I-1 R-1
I-1 R-1
N
N
Total observed

I-1 R-1
N

I-1

Peer 2
Peer 3
Interval #
(5m)
Peer 1
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Peer 2
Peer 3

Total/percentage for session Peer 1

Class:

Phase: B

I

M

Data: IOA? Y N

I-1 R-1
I-1 R-1
N
N
Percentage/out of 20
opportunities

Observation #:

Rhodes Dissertation 2016
(e.g. 3 of intervention phase)

Date:

I

R

A

O

Total/percentage for session Peer 2

I-1

R-1

Total/percentage for session Peer 3

I-1

R-1

Average-Peers 2 and 3

I-1

R-1

Totals
I

R

A

O

R-1

R-1

Totals
I

R

A

O

R-1

R-1

Percentage

Date:

Time:

Communication Observation Data Recording Form (10-minute total, 20 intervals) Page 2
Triad #:
Class:
Phase: B I M
Data: IOA? Y N Observation #:
(e.g. 3 of intervention phase)

Notes: Peer 1 (anecdotal notes)
Notes: Peers 2 and 3 (anecdotal observation notes for general observation notes and follow-up training use)
Strategy

1. Get and ensure their attention by…(the peer must
perform at least one of the sub-strategies)
b. Looking at their face and waiting for them to look
at you

Peer 2
Interval #
_____

Peer 2
Interval #
_____

Peer 2
Interval #
_____

Peer 3
Interval #
_____

Peer 3
Interval #
_____

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

Peer 3
Interv
al #
_____
+
p n/o
+
p n/o
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c.

Tapping them lightly on their shoulder, arm, or
hand

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

d.

Calling their name and waiting for them to look at
you

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

e.

Manipulating materials and waiting for them to
look at either you or at the materials

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

a.

Use the students SGD to say… “Hi ____” or
“Look at this”

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

2. Use strategies to see if you can get a response
by…(the peer must perform at least one of the substrategies)
e. Withholding materials and waiting for your
partner to respond
f.

Doing something unusual and waiting for your
partner to respond

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

g.

Holding materials up to your partner and waiting
for them to respond

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

h.

Asking a question and waiting for your partner to
respond

3. Respond to your partner (the peer must perform at
least one of the sub-strategies)
b. If you do not get a response prompt by
providing a verbal model and a model on the
SGD and waiting for your partner to respond
c.

If you get a response back acknowledge and
expand and wait for your partner to respond

Strategies performed with fidelity (at least 1 substrategy observed being implemented with fidelity)
Sub-strategies observed performed with fidelity

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o
+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

+
p n/o

__/3

___/3

___3

__/3

___/3

___3

__/___

___/___

___/___

__/__

___/___

___/__
_
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Note. Communication observation Peer 1: I = A social communication or task oriented initiation was observed by peer 1 toward either
peer 1 or 2, R= A social communication or task oriented response was observed by peer 1 towards either peer 1 or 2, N= neither a
response nor an initiation was noted. If peer 1 was observed to initiate or respond, then record A= student used their SGD or O=student
used another form of communication. Communication observation Peer 2 and 3 I-1 = A social communication or task oriented initiation
was observed toward peer 1, R-1= A social communication or task oriented response was observed toward peer 1, N= neither a response
nor an initiation was noted to peer 1. Anecdotal notes (for both Peers 2 and 3): + = the strategy was observed by the researcher as being
used and was used correctly (as taught in the training) by the Peer one or more times during the observation n/o=the strategy was not
observed by the researcher as being used by the Peer during the duration of the observation time, p- the strategy was observed by the
researcher as being used but was used only partially correctly (as taught in the training) by the Peer one or more times during the
observation partially used the strategy, - = the strategy was observed by the researcher as being used but was used incorrectly (as taught in
the training) by the Peer one or more times during the observation.

Appendix C
Training Follow-up Script
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Training Follow-up Script- Peers 2 and 3-all triads
with script to be conducted by Allie Rhodes
Triad # ______________ Peer 1 name (pseudonym): _________________ School: ___________________ Date/time:
_________________
Training location in the school: __________________________________
Peer 2 name (pseudonym): _______________________ Peer 3 name (pseudonym): _______________________
Rhodes Dissertation 2015/2016
Completed
Steps Prior to the follow-up Training (video recording sessions 1-3 of intervention)
Notes
?
1. Complete the training of Peers 2 and 3 using the Peer Training Script Form
+
-
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2. Complete the video recording of the first 10-minute observation session between Peers 1, 2, and 3 in the
general education classroom, retrieve recording from the camera

+

-

3. Record data using the Data Recording System Form noting strengths, weaknesses observed from Peers 2
and 3 in using each of the 5 strategies on the form

+

-

4. Complete the video recording of the second 10-minute observation session between Peers 1, 2, and 3 in
the general education classroom, retrieve recording from the camera

+

-

5. Record data using the Data Recording System Form noting strengths, weaknesses observed from Peers 2
and 3 in using each of the 5 strategies on the form

+

-

6. Complete the video recording of the third 10-minute observation session between Peers 1, 2, and 3 in the
general education classroom, retrieve recording from the camera

+

-

7. Record data using the Data Recording System Form noting strengths, weaknesses observed from Peers 2
and 3 in using each of the 5 strategies on the form

+

-

8. Using the anecdotal notes on the Data Recording System Form, the researcher will compile a list of
strengths and any weaknesses noted in the Peers implementation of the five strategies taught to them
during peer training.

+

-

9. Arrange a time to meet with Peers 2 and 3 for a follow-up session

+

-

Follow-up Training Steps

Observed?
(IOA)

Notes
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1. Peers 2 and 3 come to the pre-arranged training area (e.g., school conference room)

+

-

2. Say to peers 2 and 3, “Good afternoon, I appreciate you being a part of this training. Today we are going
review the five strategies you learned in our training [last week].

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

3. Say, “Strategy 1 is to get and ensure your partner’s attention”.
4. The researcher will tap the video for strategy 1 on the iPad app iMovie and say, “watch the video to see
examples (techniques) for getting and ensuring your partners attention.”
5. After showing them the whole video for strategy 1, show the video clips for the first technique by saying,
“watch, one technique is to look at your partner's face and wait for them to look at you”.
6. Show the video for the second technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to tap them lightly on
the shoulder, arm, or hand”.
7. Show the video for the third technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to call their name and
wait for them to look at you”.
8. Show the video for the fourth technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to manipulate the
materials and wait for them to look at either you or at the materials”.
9. Show the video for the fifth technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to use the students SGD
to say, “hi JS” or “look at this JS”.
10.
Say, “Strategy 2 is see if you can get a response from your partner”.
11.
The researcher will tap the video for strategy 2 on the iPad app iMovie and say, “watch the video to
see examples (techniques) for getting a response from your partner”.
12.
After showing them the whole video for strategy 1, show the video clips for the first technique by
saying, “watch, one technique is to withhold materials from your partner and wait for them to
respond”.
13.
Show the video for the second technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to do something
unusual and wait for them to respond”.
14.
Show the video for the third technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to hold materials in
front of your partner and wait for them to respond”.
15.
Show the video for the fourth technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to manipulate the
materials and wait for them to look at either you or at the materials”.
16.
Show the video for the fifth technique by saying, “watch, another technique is to ask questions and
wait for them to respond”.
17.
Say, “Strategy 3 is respond to your partner”.
18.
The researcher will tap the video for strategy 3 on the iPad app iMovie and say, “watch the video to
see examples (techniques) for responding to your partner”.

19.
After showing them the whole video for strategy 1, show the video clips for the first technique by
saying, “watch, one technique is to if you do not get a response prompt by providing a verbal model
and model on the SGD and wait”.
20.
After showing them the whole video for strategy 1, show the video clips for the first technique by
saying, “watch, another technique is to if you get a response acknowledge your partner, expand, and
wait”.
21.

Give students a worksheet with the strategies listed with a picture for each strategy and technique.
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22.
Using the Data Recording Form anecdotal notes, say, “I am now going to talk to you both about
what I observed over the last week in (Mrs. Johnson’s class).
23.
The researcher will say, “one of the strategies you learned was to get and ensure your partners
attention by looking at your partner’s face and waiting for them to look at you. When I observed I
noticed that you both used this strategy as you had learned it in our training but I noticed (for example),
you had 2 opportunities to use this strategy when (Johnny) was getting out his folder for class and you
wanted to tell him to get his paper”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead
in that clip”? (Prompt if no response by giving them an example or showing them a video example of
where they did this strategy well) “Instead of calling his name, you told him to get his paper without first
addressing him by name or tapping his shoulder. You should call his name before giving him directions.”
*This is a hypothetical example and will be different for each triad and for each strategy, however this is
a general description of how it will be described to the students.
24.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was to get and ensure your partners
attention by tapping them lightly on the shoulder, arm, or hand”. When I observed I noticed
______________________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in that
clip”? (Prompt if no response by giving them an example or showing them a video example of where
they did this strategy well)
25.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was to get and ensure your partners
attention by calling their name and wait for them to look at you”. When I observed I noticed
______________________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in that
clip”? (Prompt if no response)”
26.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was to get and ensure your partners
attention by manipulating the materials and wait for them to look at either you or at the materials”.
When I observed I noticed _______________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have
done instead in that clip”? (Prompt if no response)”
27.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was to get and ensure your partners
attention by using the students SGD to say, “hi JS” or “look at this JS”.”. When I observed I noticed

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-
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_________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in that clip”? (Prompt
if no response)”
28.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was see if you can get a response from
your partner by withholding materials from your partner and waiting for them to respond.” When I
observed I noticed _________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in
that clip”? (Prompt if no response)”
29.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was see if you can get a response from
your partner by doing something unusual and waiting for them to respond”. When I observed I noticed
_________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in that clip”? (Prompt
if no response)”
30.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was see if you can get a response from
your partner by holding materials in front of your partner and waiting for them to respond”. When I
observed I noticed _________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in
that clip”? (Prompt if no response)”
31.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was see if you can get a response from
your partner by manipulating the materials and wait for them to look at either you or at the materials”.
When I observed I noticed _________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done
instead in that clip”? (Prompt if no response)”
32.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was see if you can get a response from
your partner bask questions and wait for them to respond”. When I observed I noticed _________”.
(Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in that clip”? (Prompt if no
response)”
33.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was respond to your partner and if you
do not get a response prompt by providing a verbal model and model on the SGD and wait”. When I
observed I noticed _________”. (Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in
that clip”? (Prompt if no response)”
34.
The researcher will then say, “Another strategy you learned was respond to your partner and if you
get a response acknowledge your partner, expand, and wait”. When I observed I noticed _________”.
(Show video clip). “What do you think you could have done instead in that clip”? (Prompt if no
response)”
35.
Say, “thank you so much for participating in this follow-up training, any questions or thoughts?”
Total
Percentage
_

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

+

-

+

____
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CONSENT FORM (IRB Form C) PEERS 2 AND 3
WHY IS YOUR CHILD BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH?
Your child is being invited to take part in a research study about teaching students to
communicate with students in their class with disabilities. Your child is being invited to take part
in this research study because he or she has been nominated by their teacher
[_________________] as a student who a) is NOT receiving Special Education services, (b) has
good attendance rates (overall attendance rate of 90% or greater), (c) has been recommended by
teachers as having good overall behavior, and (d) they are enrolled in the same general education
class as the student with a disability. If you allow your child to participate in this study, they will
be one of approximately eight students who will participate.
WHO IS DOING THE STUDY?
The person in charge of this study is Mrs. Alice Rhodes of the University of Kentucky
Department of Early Childhood, Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling. Mrs. Rhodes
is a doctoral student. The faculty advisor for Mrs. Rhodes (from the University of Kentucky) is
Dr. Margaret Bausch. Dr. Bausch is the Department Chair in the Department of Early Childhood,
Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling at the University of Kentucky; College of
Education. Additionally, Victoria Slocum, a Doctoral student at the University of Kentucky in the
Department of Early Childhood, Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling at the
University of Kentucky; College of Education will be assisting at different times during the study.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
There is a need to identify effective and efficient interventions in increasing social
communication skills for students with complex communication needs. This study will examine
the effects of a collaboratively developed peer-mediated intervention package on the social
communication skills (responding and initiating) of students with disabilities and complex
communication needs.
The purpose of this study is to determine the effects of peer training on the communication
interactions (initiating and responding) towards a student with complex communication needs by
general education peers during small group activities in an inclusive general education classroom.
The purpose of this study is also to determine to what extent general education peers can
implement this collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention to increase communication
skills of students with complex communication needs with fidelity.
ARE THERE REASONS WHY YOUR CHILD SHOULD NOT TAKE PART IN THIS
STUDY?
There are no known negative effects if your child participates in this study. Your child will be
asked to participate in 2 45-minute training sessions within his or her school during the school
day. They will not be asked to do anything they are not already doing. They will be participating
in small group activities in his or her classroom that are already part of the routine. Standard
instructional procedures for training will be used that are proven to be successful.
WHERE IS THE STUDY GOING TO TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT
LAST?
The research procedures will be conducted in your child’s classroom and/or school conference
room or other location within the school. The study will last throughout the spring semester of the
2015-2016 school year.
WHAT WILL YOUR CHILD BE ASKED TO DO?
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Your child will be asked to participate two 45-minute training sessions in his or her classroom or
school conference room, library or other location in the school. The students will be observed by
video during 10-minute small group activities that are already a part of your child’s classroom
routine. Peer interaction experiences in these inclusive environments are strongly associated with
positive academic, behavioral, emotional, and social outcomes for all students. The sessions will
consist of classroom peers (including your child) video recorded with audio recording in the
general education classroom during a 10-minute time period (small group activity). The camera
will be placed near the student groups and remain focused on them. The peers involved in the
study are chosen from students already enrolled in the participant’s class and recommended by
the teacher during the collaboration meeting in the pre-intervention.
Before the sessions begin, the teacher or pre-determined designated person will turn on the video
recorder. The video camera will be stopped after the session. The researcher will retrieve the
recording each day by transferring the video from the cameras SDHD card to a secured computer
hard drive. The videos will be kept on the hard drive that will be placed in a locked cabinet in a
secure location (the researcher’s office) on the University of Kentucky’s campus. The videos will
be encrypted. Myself and Victoria Slocum, a Doctoral student at the University of Kentucky, will
be coding the data. The videos will never be shared in public on the Internet or used for monetary
gain. The videos will be used for educational purposes only.
WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS?
To the best of our knowledge, the things your child will be doing have no more risk of harm than
he or she would experience in everyday life.
WILL YOUR CHILD BENEFIT FROM TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY?
There is no guarantee that your child will get any benefit from taking part in this study. However,
your willingness to allow your child to take part, however, may, in the future, help society better
understand this research topic. Inclusion in the general education classroom can support learning,
foster independence, and create a greater sense of belonging for all students. In addition, peer
interaction experiences in these inclusive environments are strongly associated with positive
academic, behavioral, emotional, and social outcomes for all students.
DOES YOUR CHILD HAVE TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY?
If you decide to allow your child take part in the study, it should be because you really want them
to participate. They will not lose any benefits or rights they would normally have if you choose
not to let them participate. You can choose for them to stop at any time during the study and still
keep the benefits and rights they had before volunteering. If you decide for your child not to take
part in this study, your decision will have no effect on the quality of care, services, etc., your
child receives.
IF YOUR CHILD DOES NOT WANT TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY, ARE THERE
OTHER CHOICES?
If your child does not want to be in the study, there are no other choices except not to take part in
the study. However, you may choose to allow your child to participate and be audio recorded only
or observed only. *See signature form below.
WHAT WILL IT COST YOUR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE?
There are no costs associated with taking part in the study.
WILL YOUR CHILD RECEIVE ANY REWARDS FOR TAKING PART IN THIS
STUDY?
Your child will not receive any rewards or payment for taking part in the study. Your child will
not receive any rewards or payments for taking part in the study.
WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT YOU OR YOUR CHILD GIVE?
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from knowing
personal information about your child. Only initials or a fictitious name will be used to identify
your child and during the study your child’s data will be stored in their classroom at school or in
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the researcher’s office at the University of Kentucky. We will keep private all research records
that identify your child to the extent allowed by law. Also, we may be required to show
information which identifies your child to people who need to be sure we have done the research
correctly; these would be people from such organizations as the University of Kentucky. In
addition, you should know that there are some circumstances in which we may have to show your
child’s information to other people.
CAN YOUR CHILD’S TAKING PART IN THE STUDY END EARLY?
If you decide to allow your child to take part in the study you still have the right to decide at any
time that you no longer wish your child to participate in the study. Your child will not be treated
differently if you decide that your child should stop taking part in the study.
WHAT IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS, CONCERNS, OR
COMPLAINTS?
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation for your child to take part in the study, please
ask any questions that might come to mind now. Later, if you have questions, suggestions,
concerns, or complaints about the study, you can contact the investigator, Alice Rhodes If you
have any questions about your rights as a volunteer in this research, contact the staff in the Office
of Research Integrity at the University of Kentucky at 859-257-9428 or toll free at 1-866-4009428. We will give you a signed copy of this consent form to take with you.
__________________________________________________________________________
Please choose one:
______I give permission for my child to participate in AND be videotaped and audio recorded for
the research purposes described in this form.
______I give permission for my child to participate in the research described in this form with
audio recording only.
_____ I give permission for my child to participate in the research described in this form with
observation data only (no video or audio recording). Removed checkbox indicating the parent
does not give permission and removed signature line for researcher.
_________________________________________
____________
Printed name of student participant
_________________________________________
Date
Signature of parent/guardians of student participant
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CONSENT FORM (IRB Form C) PEER 1
WHY IS YOUR CHILD BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH?
Your child is being invited to take part in a research study about teaching students to
communicate with students in their class with disabilities. Your child is being invited to take part
in this research study because he or she has been recommended by their teacher
[_________________] as a student who has complex communication needs, uses a form of
augmentative and alternative communication, and is enrolled in at least one inclusive general
education class.
WHO IS DOING THE STUDY?
The person in charge of this study is Mrs. Alice Rhodes of the University of Kentucky
Department of Early Childhood, Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling. Mrs. Rhodes
is a doctoral student. The faculty advisor for Mrs. Rhodes (from the University of Kentucky) is
Dr. Margaret Bausch. Dr. Bausch is the Department Chair in the Department of Early Childhood,
Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling at the University of Kentucky; College of
Education. Additionally, Victoria Slocum, a Doctoral student at the University of Kentucky in the
Department of Early Childhood, Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling at the
University of Kentucky; College of Education will be assisting at different times during the study.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
There is a need to identify effective and efficient interventions in increasing social
communication skills for students with complex communication needs. This study will examine
the effects of a collaboratively developed peer-mediated intervention package on the social
communication skills (responding and initiating) of students with disabilities and complex
communication needs.
The purpose of this study is to determine the effects of peer training on the communication
interactions (initiating and responding) towards a student with complex communication needs by
general education peers during small group activities in an inclusive general education classroom.
The purpose of this study is also to determine to what extent general education peers can
implement this collaboratively developed peer mediated intervention to increase communication
skills of students with complex communication needs with fidelity.
ARE THERE REASONS WHY YOUR CHILD SHOULD NOT TAKE PART IN THIS
STUDY?
There are no known negative effects if your child participates in this study. They will not be
asked to do anything they are not already doing. They will be participating in small group
activities in his or her classroom that are already part of the routine.
WHERE IS THE STUDY GOING TO TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT
LAST?
The research procedures will be conducted in your child’s. The study will last throughout the
spring semester of the 2015-2016 school year.
WHAT WILL YOUR CHILD BE ASKED TO DO?
The students will be observed by video during 10-minute small group activities that are already a
part of your child’s classroom routine. Two peers, who are already enrolled in the class with your
child, will participate in trainings where they will learn about how to talk with and work with
your child in small group activities in the inclusive classroom settings. Peer interaction
experiences in these inclusive environments are strongly associated with positive academic,
behavioral, emotional, and social outcomes for all students.
The sessions will consist of classroom peers (including your child) video recorded with audio
recording in the general education classroom during a 10-minute time period (small group
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activity). The camera will be placed near the student groups and remain focused on them. The
peers involved in the study are chosen from students already enrolled in the participant’s class
and recommended by the teacher during the collaboration meeting in the pre-intervention.
Before the sessions begin, the teacher or pre-determined designated person will turn on the video
recorder. The video camera will be stopped after the session. The researcher will retrieve the
recording each day by transferring the video from the cameras SDHD card to a secured computer
hard drive. The videos will be kept on the hard drive that will be placed in a locked cabinet in a
secure location (the researcher’s office) on the University of Kentucky’s campus. The videos will
be encrypted. Myself and Victoria Slocum, a Doctoral student at the University of Kentucky, will
be coding the data. The videos will never be shared in public on the Internet or used for monetary
gain. The videos will be used for educational purposes only.
WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS?
To the best of our knowledge, the things your child will be doing have no more risk of harm than
he or she would experience in everyday life.
WILL YOUR CHILD BENEFIT FROM TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY?
There is no guarantee that your child will get any benefit from taking part in this study. However,
your willingness to allow your child to take part, however, may, in the future, help society better
understand this research topic. However, your willingness to allow your child to take part,
however, may, in the future, help society better understand this research topic. Inclusion in the
general education classroom can support learning, foster independence, and create a greater sense
of belonging for all students. In addition, peer interaction experiences in these inclusive
environments are strongly associated with positive academic, behavioral, emotional, and social
outcomes for all students.
DOES YOUR CHILD HAVE TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY?
If you decide to allow your child take part in the study, it should be because you really want them
to participate. They will not lose any benefits or rights they would normally have if you choose
not to let them participate. You can choose for them to stop at any time during the study and still
keep the benefits and rights they had before volunteering. If you decide for your child not to take
part in this study, your decision will have no effect on the quality of care, services, etc., your
child receives.
IF YOUR CHILD DOES NOT WANT TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY, ARE THERE
OTHER CHOICES?
If you do not want to be in the study, there are no other choices except not to take part in the
study. However, you may choose to allow your child to participate and be audio recorded only or
observed only. *See below.
WHAT WILL IT COST YOUR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE?
There are no costs associated with taking part in the study.
WILL YOUR CHILD RECEIVE ANY REWARDS FOR TAKING PART IN THIS
STUDY?
You will not receive any rewards or payment for taking part in the study. Your child will not
receive any rewards or payments for taking part in the study.
WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT YOU OR YOUR CHILD GIVE?
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from knowing
personal information about your child. Only initials or a fictitious name will be used to identify
your child and during the study your child’s data will be stored in their classroom at school or in
the researcher’s office at the University of Kentucky. We will keep private all research records
that identify your child to the extent allowed by law. Also, we may be required to show
information which identifies your child to people who need to be sure we have done the research
correctly; these would be people from such organizations as the University of Kentucky. In
addition, you should know that there are some circumstances in which we may have to show your
child’s information to other people.
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CAN YOUR CHILD’S TAKING PART IN THE STUDY END EARLY?
If you decide to allow your child to take part in the study you still have the right to decide at any
time that you no longer wish your child to participate in the study. Your child will not be treated
differently if you decide that your child should stop taking part in the study.
WHAT IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS, CONCERNS, OR
COMPLAINTS?
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part in the study, please ask any
questions that might come to mind now. Later, if you have questions, suggestions, concerns, or
complaints about the study, you can contact the investigator, Alice Rhodes at alrh222@uky.edu.
If you have any questions about your rights as a volunteer in this research, contact the staff in the
Office of Research Integrity at the University of Kentucky at 859-257-9428 or toll free at 1-866400-9428. We will give you a signed copy of this consent form to take with you.
_____________________________________________________________________
Please choose one:
______I give permission for my child to participate in AND be videotaped and audio recorded for
the research purposes described in this form.
______I give permission for my child to participate in the research described in this form with
audio recording only.
_____ I give permission for my child to participate in the research described in this form with
observation data only (no video or audio recording). Removed checkbox indicating the parent
does not give permission and removed signature line for researcher.
_________________________________________
____________
Printed name of student participant
_________________________________________
Date
Signature of parent/guardians of student participant
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ASSENT FORM (IRB Form D) PEERS 2 and 3
You are invited to be in a research study being done by Mrs. Alice Rhodes from the University of
Kentucky. You are invited because we would like to learn about how kids communicate with
each other and to teach you about how you can communicate better with other kids in your
classes with disabilities.
If you agree to be in the study, you will be asked to take part in a 45-minute teaching session with
Mrs. Rhodes where you will learn and practice communication strategies. These trainings will
happen in the office conference room, library, or other classroom in the school. You may also be
asked to take part in no more than 2 follow-up training sessions. In addition, you will be asked
some questions at the end of the study about what you learned.
Your family will know that you are in the study. If anyone else is given information about you,
they will not know your name. A number or initials will be used instead of your name.
If something makes you feel bad while you are in the study, please tell Mrs. Alice Rhodes. If you
decide at any time you do not want to finish the study, you may stop whenever you want.
You can ask Mrs. Alice Rhodes questions any time about anything in this study. You can also ask
your parent any questions you might have about this study.
Signing this paper means that you have read this or had it read to you, and that you want to be in
the study. If you do not want to be in the study, do not sign the paper. Being in the study is up to
you, and no one will be mad if you do not sign this paper or even if you change your mind
later. You agree that you have been told about this study and why it is being done and what to
do.
Signature of Person Agreeing to be in the Study
Date
_________________________________________________________________
Name of [Authorized] Person Obtaining Informed Assent
Date
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ASSENT FORM (IRB Form D) PEERS 2 and 3
I ______________________________________ agree to participate in a research study in which
my teacher will be helping other students in my school learning about me and how I
communicate.
If my parents and I give permission, a copy of the results of the study will be given to me. If I do
not agree, I will not be part of the study.
It is completely up to me to participate; I can refuse if I want. I also can stop being part of the
study at any time if I want. If something makes me feel bad during the study, I can tell my
teacher. This will not affect my grade in any of my classes. I can ask my teacher questions about
the study anytime I want to. I can talk to my parent if I have any questions. I have received a copy
of this form.
___
Signature of student
Date Signed
Signing this paper means that you have read this or had it read to you, and that you want to be in
the study. If you do not want to be in the study, do not sign the paper. Being in the study is up to
you, and no one will be mad if you do not sign this paper or even if you change your mind
later. You agree that you have been told about this study and why it is being done and what to
do. I have explained and defined in detail the research study in which the subject has consented to
participate.
Principal Investigator ____________________________________*For students who cannot sign
their names, ask the student the following: “Do you want to participate in this study?” (circle their
response) Allow the student to answer by pointing to a picture or nodding or shaking their head.

Method of confirmation noted by the principal investigator ____________________________
(Pointing to picture, nodding or shaking head) Date of confirmation by the principal investigator
______________________
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